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In this dissertation, we present a number of studies that primarily focus on data 

movement challenges among different types of memories (viz., 3D-DRAM, DDRx DRAM and 

NVM) employed together as a flat-address heterogeneous memory system. We introduce two 

different hardware-based techniques for prefetching data from slow off-chip phase change 

memory (PCM) to fast on-chip memories. The prefetching techniques efficiently fetch data 

from PCM and place that data into processor-resident or 3D-DRAM-resident buffers without 

putting high demand on bandwidth and provide significant performance improvements. Next, 

we explore different page migration techniques for flat-address memory systems which differ 

in when to migrate pages (i.e., periodically or instantaneously) and how to manage the 

migrations (i.e., OS-based or hardware-based approach). In the first page migration study, we 

present several epoch-based page migration policies for different organizations of flat-address 

memories consisting of two (2-level) and three (3-level) types of memory modules. These 

policies have resulted in significant energy savings. In the next page migration study, we devise 

an efficient “on-the-fly'” page migration technique which migrates a page from slow PCM to 

fast 3D-DRAM whenever it receives a certain number of memory accesses without waiting for 

any specific time interval. Furthermore, we present a light-weight hardware-assisted address 

reconciliation process for address management of the migrated pages. Such an on-the-fly page 

migration with hardware-assisted address reconciliation technique provides significant 



 

performance improvement over systems using epoch-based page migration and OS-based 

address management. Finally, we have developed an analytical model, which employs offline 

analyses of memory access counts per page and recommends whether an application is 

migration friendly or not. This can be useful in deciding if page migration (either epoch-based 

or on-the-fly based) should be used or turned off for a given application. Thus, our data 

management techniques and model enable significant performance improvements for flat-

address heterogeneous memory systems involving NVMs. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Demand for efficient memory has been on the rise, especially for data-intensive applica-

tions such as in-memory databases, big data analytics, cloud computing and high performance

computing (HPC). For example, SAP HANA in-memory database system requires 256GB to

multiple terabytes (TBs) memory per host [5], while Spark in-memory analytics provides higher

performance when run with 12TB of memory [40]. These applications need memory systems with

very large capacities (100s of GBs to TBs), high bandwidth and energy efficiency. Furthermore,

it is important to understand that the value of such large amount of data depends on how fast we

can process it to guide certain decisions [40]. The performance of such data-centric applications

is largely limited by memory access latencies, bandwidth and capacities that can be provided by

today’s conventional main memory technology, DDRx DRAM [62]. The limited scalability and

high cost-per-bit of DRAM make the design of large-scale DRAM-based memory systems infea-

sible [41, 90]. Also, it has been reported that DRAM memory systems may consume up to 40%

of the total system power [16, 50].

There have been numerous ongoing research efforts on new memory technologies to

overcome these limitations. Recently invented 3D-stacked DRAMs (3D-DRAMs) such as High-

Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [14] and Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [13] provide much higher

bandwidth and consumes less dynamic energy per bit than conventional DRAM [42, 24]. How-

ever, with current projections, 3D-DRAM is not likely to provide capacity beyond tens of giga-

bytes per node [14]. Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies, on the other hand, are

much denser, consume low static power and are scalable to provide sufficient capacity at low

cost [72, 74, 59, 40, 54]. Phase Change Memory (PCM) [72], Resistive RAM (ReRAM) [88], and

3D XPoint [58] are highly dense NVMs, promising to offer capacity at TB scale. However, they

are still slower than conventional DRAM memories and have limited write-endurance [72, 40, 54].

Since there is no single memory technology that can provide both high bandwidth and large

capacities with competitive performance and energy efficiency, it has become critically important
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to explore heterogeneous memory systems that employ disparate memory technologies together.

1.1. Problem Description

Heterogeneous memory systems introduce their own challenges due to the differences in

the characteristics of constituent memory technologies, viz., access latency, bandwidth, storage

capacity, power consumption, endurance, etc. Recent research has been investigating solutions

to these challenges and primarily focuses on two different organizations depending on the place-

ment of 3D-DRAM in memory hierarchy. Whereas conventional DRAM and NVM are off-chip

memories, 3D-DRAM can be integrated in the same package as the processor [53, 28]. In one

such organization on-package 3D-DRAM is employed as last level cache (LLC) for off-chip mem-

ory [51, 73, 33, 32, 39, 49, 66]. In other case, both on-package 3D-DRAM and off-chip memories

are part of a single physical address space visible to the operating system (OS). Such an organiza-

tion is commonly called a “flat-address-space” organization, since different memory technologies

are part of the same address space [55, 80, 11, 70, 77].

When 3D-DRAM is employed as hardware LLC, one obvious advantage is that existing

software can run without any changes as 3D-DRAM is just another level of cache. However,

research in this direction have faced challenges for storing and efficiently accessing large number

of tags for tens of gigabytes of 3D-DRAM. For example, even 1GB of cache will require 96MB of

tag [51], which is not feasible to store on-chip. On the other hand, storing tags in 3D-DRAM needs

intelligent techniques to avoid serialized tag lookup and actual data access latencies [51]. Caching

in 3D-DRAM in larger granularity such as 2KB or 4KB lines, rather than conventional 64byte

line size, minimizes tag size but becomes detrimental specially for off-chip memory bandwidth

since on every demand miss it needs to read-in large amounts of data and may also write-back

if the evicted line is dirty. Another critical issue with employing 3D-DRAM as cache is, the

high-bandwidth memory capacity - which is certainly not in terabyte-scale but still not trivial - is

not visible to the OS and is not available for application allocation; making it part of OS visible

memory could have reduced page faults significantly [11]. Also there exist sets of applications,

e.g., streaming, scale-out etc., those achieve little or no benefits from large and deep cache

hierarchies [21] and thus wasting the large capacity of HBM.
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Flat-address-space heterogeneous memory organization (we also simply refer to it as flat-

address memory in this thesis) can provide a solution to the above issues; however, it has its

own set of challenges. 3D-DRAM comes with a large number of channels, these may provide

less queuing delay for memory requests. Also, its proximity to core will provide lower access

latency as compared to off-chip memories. Hence, 3D-DRAM is often referred as “fast” memory

as compared to “slow” off-chip memories. In flat-address memory, physical addresses span fast

and slow memories, leading to non-uniform memory accesses (NUMA). To reduce the average

times for memory accesses, frequently accessed pages need to be placed in fast memory, giving

rise to page migration between slow and fast memories. Physical addresses are tied to the

location of the pages. Because page migration changes location of migrated pages, we need to

reflect new physical addresses of those pages consistently throughout the system to get correct

virtual to physical address translations. Hence, page migration requires OS involvements to

update the physical addresses of the migrated pages in the page tables entries (PTEs) and

invalidate those entries in translation look-aside buffers (TLBs). This process incurs large time

overheads since TLB shootdown is costly and may take few microseconds depending on a number

of factors [66, 4]. To amortize this high software overhead, OS-based page migration generally

takes place periodically after fixed interval of time (e.g., 100 milliseconds), commonly referred

as “epoch”. After each epoch, a set of highly accessed “hot” pages in that epoch are migrated

from slow to fast memory. Therefore, OS-based page migration can not adapt to program phase

changes quickly enough, leading to sub-optimal performance benefit.

One way to circumvent these software overheads is to employ hardware re-mapping tables

and mechanisms to keep track of the modified locations for the pages in a transparent manner

from an OS point of view. The storage requirement of the remap table then becomes the biggest

concern for such hardware-based page migration mechanisms, since it must contain an entry for

every migrated page; e.g., for even a flat-address memory with size of 9GB it may require ∼11MB

of remap table [70]. Such capacities are already not feasible to keep on-chip using SRAM, and

become critical from a scalability point of view when we are looking forward to TB-scale memory

systems. Some researchers [80, 11, 70] proposed to keep the remap table inside main memory
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and use a separate on-chip remap cache. This introduces an extra memory access on remap

cache miss and may degrade performance. This also reduces the available capacity of the smaller

and faster memory in the system, since remap table is placed in faster memory.

Another critical issue in page migration is to decide which pages need to be migrated,

since page migration incurs extra data movement between different memories which involves

time, bandwidth consumption and energy consumption; one needs to migrate the set of pages

that will give the most benefit. High number of memory accesses to a page - simply referred to

as “hotness” - has been used as a common criteria for choosing migration candidates [75, 80, 55,

70, 77]. However, it has been found on different studies [55, 70, 84] that not every application

provides performance improvement under hotness directed page migration; moreover, due to the

associated overheads of migration overall performance may degrade. Thus, it is important to

analyze application’s memory access behavior to understand if migrating hot pages will provide

any benefit.

1.2. Overview of Proposed Research

This dissertation presents a number of hardware-centric studies to improve performance

of flat-address heterogeneous memory systems, comprising on-package 3D-DRAM and off-chip

non-volatile memory (NVM). The proposed techniques efficiently place data from slow off-chip

memory to fast on-chip SRAM or on-package 3D-DRAM.

The first study revisits the well-known technique of hardware data prefetching in the con-

text of heterogeneous memory systems. Data prefetching has been there for decades in processor

cache hierarchies to hide the latency differences among different levels of caches and main mem-

ory. The proposed processor-resident prefetching technique [29] places a small (2MB) on-chip

SRAM buffer as prefetch buffer to exclusively serve the off-chip NVM. Here a hardware prefetcher

has been designed that employs global delta correlation prefetching policy [37, 64], which looking

at the past history of deltas between miss addresses to NVM predicts the the future addresses.

These predicted addresses are then prefetched from NVM in 2KB block granularity and stored in

the processor-resident SRAM buffer. The prefetch buffer tag array is used for address matching

and the tag array incurs a small overhead of less than 10KB. Such customized processor-resident
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prefetching provided 19% of instruction per cycle (IPC) improvement on average over base-

line flat-address memory system without any prefetching. Prefetching is different from demand

caching, since it predicts future references and fetch them in advance. Therefore, it can even pre-

dict addresses which were never seen before. Moreover, here prefetching is done opportunistically,

only when the memory is not busy serving any demand requests. Thus, the processor-resident

prefetching policy efficiently places data from off-chip memory to on-chip buffer without putting

high pressure on demand bandwidth and without requiring large capacity to store the data and

metadata. It has been found that larger prefetch buffers with size 16/32/64MB can provide even

higher performance improvements. Since it is not feasible to place such large SRAM prefetch

buffer on processor-chip due to power and area limitations; next, a novel way of accommodating

a larger buffer has been proposed by reserving a small portion of on-package 3D-DRAM to serve

as prefetch buffer for slow off-chip NVM [30]. In this study, the rest of the 3D-DRAM capacity

is employed as part of flat-address memory; however, it can be employed as LLC as well. The

goal is to prefetch NVM data which will be accessed in future into 3D-DRAM to achieve faster

access and as well as high memory level parallelism (MLP) since the buffer is split over multiple

3D-DRAM channels. This proposed technique is referred to as 3D-DRAM-resident prefeteching

and it is completely hardware-driven [30]. As there is no direct path for data transfer among

off-chip NVM and on-package 3D-DRAM, a small swap buffer is placed in processor-chip to aid

data transfer between the memories. For address mapping, the small tag array of the prefetch

buffer is placed on processor-chip and is looked up only for LLC misses for NVM. Hits in this

tag array are redirected to 3D-DRAM resulting in faster access than NVM. Since no page is

permanently kept in prefetch buffer, OS level address remapping is not required. On eviction,

only dirty lines of a prefetched block are written back to NVM. For a 3D-DRAM-resident prefetch

buffer of size 64MB, only 288KB of tag array is required when prefetching is done at 2KB block

granularity. 3D-DRAM-resident prefetching has been evaluated with three different prefetching

policies- prediction based, temporal locality based, and spatial locality based. The results show

that the temporal locality based policy provides higher IPC improvement of 34% on average over

a baseline without any prefetching.
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In the next work [78], a number of epoch-based page migration policies have been explored

for different configurations of 2-level and 3-level flat-address memory systems consisting of 3D-

DRAM, DDR4-DRAM, and NVM. It has been found that, 3-level flat-address memory with

3D-DRAM+DDR4-DRAM+NVM results in better performance than 2-level system with 3D-

DRAM+NVM when the NVM is much slower (more than 4 times slow than DDR4). However,

DDR4 can be eliminated when NVM becomes faster (yet 2 to 4 times slower than DDR4). It has

been assumed that hardware performs the page migration and OS updates the modified location

of the pages at each epoch interval as proposed in previous epoch-based page migration study

by Meswani et al. [55]. In [78], the following epoch-based page migration policies have been

presented. A priority-based page migration policy that takes into account the post-migration

usage of pages to minimize the impact of migrating pages which are not likely to remain hot

after the migration. An augmented priority-based policy that sets different hotness thresholds for

different memory classes. The thresholds depend on how many accesses to a page are needed to

hide the migration overhead, thus higher thresholds for migrating NVM pages than the thresholds

for migrating DDR4 pages. It is also important to control the total number of pages migrated

during a program execution. The fewer the pages are migrated the higher the energy savings and

the lower the migration overhead. However, if the useful pages are not migrated, there might be

loss of potential gains. Hence, the next proposed “LIMIT” policies either migrate only 1K top hot

pages or only TLB resident hot pages. These LIMIT policies migrate an order of magnitude fewer

pages on average when compared to the other policies, but still showed improved performance

and energy savings.

The latest study in this thesis presents hardware-based “on-the-fly” page migration policy,

which unlike epoch-based approaches that migrate hot pages from slow to fast memories at each

epoch boundary, migrates a page immediately when it becomes hot using hardware in user-

transparent manner. Hence, it is called as “on-the-fly” migration. The management of physical

addresses due to page relocation becomes cumbersome and requires costly OS intervention for

updating PTEs and invalidating TLB and cache entries associated with old physical addresses.

Therefore, a hardware remap table has been used to keep track of new physical addresses of
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the migrated pages. This remap table is kept small by periodically evicting entries, and thus

it is feasible to place the table on-chip. This allows address reconciliation to occur only at

periodic evictions of old remap entries to make room for entries corresponding to new pages

being migrated. Instead of relying completely on OS to perform necessary updates for the

evicted entries, a specialized hardware controller has been designed that initiates lightweight

TLB shootdown and cache flushing without explicitly interrupting the user program execution,

thus keeping the overhead low. The proposed solution achieves the best of both worlds; i.e., it

can migrate a page immediately when it becomes hot, adapting quickly to changes in working-set,

and can keep track of the modified locations of the migrated pages without requiring large storage

or OS overhead. When evaluated for heterogeneous memory system involving 3D-DRAM and

NVM, such on-the-fly page migration and address reconciliation results in significant performance

gains.

Finally, to understand whether an application is page migration friendly (gains perfor-

mance from page migration) or unfriendly, an analytical model has been proposed. Generally, in

page migration schemes, the goal is to migrate the smallest set of pages from slower memory

to faster memory that gives the largest number of memory accesses. Hence, it is important to

analyze if there is any memory locality, such that a rational number of pages provide most of

the memory accesses, and if so, what will be the number of possible accesses for those pages to

be served by fast memory after migration. It is shown that, these two characteristics - memory

access locality and post-migration benefit quotient - can be easily quantified by performing simple

offline analysis of application’s memory access histogram. Next, how to classify these two charac-

teristics have been discussed. Finally, a heuristic model has been proposed, which depending on

application’s memory locality class and migration benefit quotient, indicates application’s page

migration friendliness. The recommendations made by the heuristic largely hold for the evaluated

hotness-based page migration policies.

1.3. Contributions

The key contributions of this dissertation are following:

• Processor-resident prefetching [29] provides simple means of performance improvements
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by leveraging prefetching in the context of heterogeneous memory systems involving

NVM.

• 3D-DRAM-resident prefetching [30] describes a novel way of accommodating a buffer

inside on-package 3D-DRAM to serve prefetching from off-chip memory. The buffer is

split over multiple 3D-DRAM channels and provides high MLP.

• Customized hardware prefetching that addresses the differences of the disparate memory

technologies employed together as heterogeneous memory systems provides fair perfor-

mance improvements. Such prefetching is done opportunistically when memory is not

busy serving demand requests, hence it does not consume useful bandwidth and has

scalable storage requirements.

• Design of different composite schemes, by employing 3D-DRAM-resident prefetching

with state-of-the-art data migration [11] and caching [73] policies. Evaluation shows that

most of the workloads those benefit from each of the constituent policies individually,

provide even better performance with composite schemes, which is a motivation to

design such composite schemes for future heterogeneous systems.

• Epoch-based page migration policies which limit the number pages migrated per epoch,

and prioritize those pages which are likely to remain “hot” after migration, result in high

energy efficiency and better performance.

• Locking LLC lines for heavily accessed data items as an optimization/alternative to page

migration does not provide any performance gain.

• A user transparent on-the-fly migration technique for pages in flat-address memory which

allows full flexibility for page relocation.

• A hardware-orchestrated technique to manage page relocation metadata and address

reconciliation process for flat-address memory with page migration.

• An analytical model to categorize applications as page migration friendly (applications

that show performance gains from page migration) or unfriendly based on memory access

behavior.
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1.4. Dissertation Organization

The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief description about the

emerging memory technologies and heterogeneous memory architecture, then it expands on a

number of interesting research work done in this area. In Chapter 3, I discuss the methodology

that is largely followed for the research work presented in this dissertation. Here I describe

the simulators, application profiling tools, workloads, and memory standards that have been

used. Chapter 4 summarizes two different approaches to employ prefetching in the context of

heterogeneous memory systems which involves NVM. The study on epoch-based page migration

policies for flat-address memories is discussed in Chapter 5, which is managed by both hardware

and software. Next, in Chapter 6, I present hardware-centric techniques for “on-the-fly” page

migration and address reconciliation for flat-address memories. Chapter 7 presents the analytical

model, which based on offline analysis of application’s memory access behavior classifies it as

page migration friendly or unfriendly. The conclusions and possible future work directions are

discussed in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we discuss the emerging memory technologies explored in our work. In our

proposed flat-address heterogeneous memory systems we have employed PCM as NVM, which is

one of the most promising [72] and widely-studied NVMs in the research literature [72, 73, 84, 90,

86]. The research in the NVM area is progressing very fast and 3D ReRAM [15], 3DX Point [58]

are also possible NVM candidates to be used as main memory [31]. However, all these NVMs

have higher access latency and consume higher energy to write into the cells than conventional

DDRx-DRAM, hence our proposed techniques should largely hold for any NVMs. Such NVMs

are also called Storage Class Memories (SCMs) [54] as they have the capability to store data

persistently.

We then discuss the concept of Heterogeneous Memory Architecture (HMA), a novel

research area started less than a decade ago. A plethora of work has been done in this area, and

we discuss some of the most interesting and defining work for different types of HMA. We also

emphasize on the common terminologies used in this research area. The specific related work to

each of our proposals are discussed in respective chapters.

2.1. Emerging Memory Technologies

3D-Stacked DRAM (3D-DRAM) is a recent memory technology where several DRAM

dies are stacked on top of each other and connected with a number of through-silicon vias

(TSV). TSVs provide high bandwidth data access while consuming less energy than traditional

interconnects. Two commonly known examples of 3D-DRAM are HBM [14] and HMC [13]. Such

memories consume ∼70% less energy than conventional DRAM [42]. Recent prototypes of such

memories come with a capacity of 8GB/stack. HBM can provide bandwidth of 256GB/sec per

stack [14], and HMC can provide bandwidth of 320GB/sec by employing multiple high-speed

SerDes links [13]. Such memories are very suitable for high-bandwidth consuming applications.

HBM stacks are integrated into processor package in a 2.5D fashion, where the CPU/GPU/SoC

die and the memory stacks seat on a silicon interposer and are connected through µBumps and
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TSVs [53, 46].

Phase Change Memory (PCM) is a non-volatile memory (NVM) that relies on the

state or phase of material that changes between amorphous and solid. Each PCM cell may hold

one bit (single-level cell, SLC) or represent multiple bits (multi-level cell, MLC) and thus can

be much more dense than traditional DRAM. So far, it has been demonstrated that 3 bits of

data per PCM cell can be stored reliably, giving rise to three-level cell (TLC) PCM [83]. Also,

depending on the choice of SLC or MLC, PCM may exhibit higher access latency (∼2x for reads

and 4x-32x for writes) and higher read (2x) and write energies (4x-140x) than conventional

DRAM [90, 65]. PCM has limited write endurance of 106 to 109 cycles [72, 90]. On the other

hand, PCM consumes less idle state power [65] and offers lower cost-per-bit than conventional

DRAM [54, 90]. Addressing PCM limitations is an active research area [72, 74, 84, 90, 86].

2.2. Heterogeneous Memory Architecture (HMA)

The interest in heterogeneous memory systems is growing rapidly and there have been

numerous research and even new workshops dedicated to this research topic. Thus it is not

possible to report on all related research work and we will focus on some key work done on

HMAs. There appears to be a consensus that large-scale computer systems of the future cannot

solely rely on DDRx DRAM because of the limited scalability, capacity and energy requirements.

An alternative is to use memories that will include multiple types of devices with different sizes,

access times, bandwidths and power requirements (see for example [3, 16, 52, 55, 56]). More

specifically, such a hybrid design may include 3D-DRAMs, conventional DRAMs and NVMs (e.g.

PCM, ReRAM). 3D-DRAM can be integrated in the same chip [53] (or package [28]) as the

processor. 3D-DRAM comes with a large number of channels, hence it may provide less queueing

delay for memory requests, while its proximity to core will provide lower access latency as compared

to off-chip memories. Such memory is often referred as “fast”/“near” memory as contrast to

“slow”/“far” off-chip memory. Off-chip memories can also be integrated tightly as NVDIMM

chips which contain NVMs and DRAMs, or as 3D stacks with DRAM and NVM layers. For

example, NVDIMM chips integrating flash and DRAM in the same chip, which use DRAM as a

buffer to the slower memory to improve performance are already available [57].
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Heterogeneous memory systems can be organized broadly into two types depending on

the allotment of physical address space. In one category, all the different memory technologies

used in the system main memory are assigned to a single flat physical address space, with ad-

dresses spanning the multiple types of memories (flat-address memory). Different studies have

shown that with intelligent page/data allocation and migration techniques, flat-address mem-

ory systems comprised of different types of DRAM [69], 3D-DRAM+DRAM [11, 80, 55] and

DRAM+PCM [16, 68, 75] may provide overall performance gains and energy savings compared

to conventional homogeneous main memory systems (using only DRAM). The other organization

is to employ the different types of the memories in a hierarchical manner, where one or more tech-

nologies serve as caches or buffers for other memory devices [22, 25, 41, 48, 20, 38, 39, 74, 33, 49].

Hierarchical organizations do not utilize the entire capacity of the multiple memory devices since

some of them act as (demand) caches to others. On the other hand, flat-address organizations

either require changes to OS, since physical addresses are tied to the location of a page and

page migrations require changes to PTEs and TLBs, or require hardware re-mapping tables and

mechanisms to keep track of the updated locations for the pages in a transparent manner from

an OS point of view.

2.2.1. Use of 3D-DRAM Memories as Caches

There have been several studies where 3D-DRAM is used as the hardware LLC. The

studies differ in terms of the cache line granularity, as well as whether the 3D-DRAM is a cache

to DDRx DRAM or NVM. Managing tag space required for multi-GB on-package 3D-DRAM

cache is challenging, for example, a 4GB cache with 64byte line granularity will require 384MB

of tag space. Placing such a large SRAM tag array on-chip is not feasible due to area and

power limitations. On the other hand, placing the tag array in 3D-DRAM requires two serial

3D-DRAM reads, one for tag matching and the next one for accessing data (on hit). To solve

this problem, Alloy cache [73] organizes 3D-DRAM as direct-mapped cache with conventional

cache line sized granularity and co-locates tag and data to avoid two reads. A miss prediction

mechanism is employed to avoid 3D-DRAM lookup in case of a cache miss. Footprint cache [33]

works at 2KB page granularity, but only brings useful lines into cache. The smaller tag array
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is implemented with SRAM and kept on-chip. A footprint history table is used to identify the

portions (or cache lines) of the page that will be cached. This approach uses tags at the page

level, yet minimizes the amount of data that is actually cached. Unison cache [32] combines the

benefit of Footprint cache and Alloy cache and provides higher performance improvements over

Alloy and Footprint caches, respectively. The CHOP (Caching Hot Pages) study [34] proposes

to cache only the hot pages (accesses exceed a threshold) in 3D-DRAM. The threshold count

is kept in a special on-chip filter cache. In Tagless DRAM cache [49], researchers propose to

cache at OS page (4KB) granularity in 3D-DRAM and use a c-TLB (cache-TLB) which holds

the virtual address to 3D-DRAM cache address mapping instead of physical address mapping.

On a c-TLB miss, the page is first brought into the 3D-DRAM (if it is not already there) and

the c-TLB is updated accordingly. Hence, it is ensured that the c-TLB reach is always cached,

whenever an entry from c-TLB is evicted, the corresponding page is moved to the victim cache

area of 3D-DRAM. A study [66] suggests that 3D-DRAM can also be used as an OS-managed

page cache for conventional DRAM-based main memory systems. On a 3D-DRAM cache miss

the page is copied from DRAM to 3D-DRAM to continue execution. This process is costly since

for every page miss a number of mapping tables need to be updated. It has been shown that this

overhead can be minimized by hardware assisted TLB shootdown and prefetching of pages into

3D-DRAM.

2.2.2. Flat-address Memories

When multiple types of memory devices are used as main memory, physical addresses

span these technologies leading to non-uniform memory accesses. To reduce the average memory

access times, frequently accessed pages need to be placed in/migrated to fast memories. For page

migration, to track new location of the migrated pages and to manage page relocation metadata,

we either need OS intervention [55] or specialized hardware mechanisms [11, 80, 70]. CAMEO

(CAche-like MEmory Organization) is a flat-address memory system comprised of fast 3D-DRAM

and slow DDR DRAM [11]. The 3D-DRAM stores recently accessed data by employing a cache-

like migration policy, but it is visible to the OS. On a 3D-DRAM demand miss, the requested

line (64byte) is filled from DDR DRAM, and an older line is written back to DDR DRAM (even
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if it is not dirty since there is no other copy of this line in main memory). Such migration is

allowed only inside each “congruence” group of lines, where each such group is made of one line

of fast memory and a number of lines of slow memory. The swapping mechanism in CAMEO

is handled by special locator table which tracks the physical location of the data lines. The

advantage of CAMEO over other page migration policies lies in the simplicity of operation; it

relies on well-known cache policies and does not require identifying hot and cold pages.

A number of studies [75, 80, 55, 70, 77] rely on the hotness count of a memory page,

i.e., number of times a page in memory has been accessed, as an indicator for migrating pages

between fast and slow memories. Pages with higher hotness counts (hot pages) are migrated

to fast memory and to make room for the hot pages the less accessed pages (cold pages) are

migrated to slow memory. The Transparent Hardware Management study (THM) [80] has shown

a completely hardware managed approach for using 3D-DRAM as part of main memory. In THM,

a restricted page movement approach has been suggested to keep the remap table smaller and

to facilitate a direct-mapped like lookup to the table. Meswani et al. have proposed to manage

Heterogeneous Memory Architecture in a mixed Hardware/Software approach (HMA-HS) [55] for

page placement and migration across different memory devices. HMA-HS employs longer epochs

to amortize the cost of OS intervention to update the migrated pages’ location. Prodomou et

al. proposed MemPod [70], which allows flexible migration of pages inside each “Pod”, which is

group of fast and slow memory controllers (MCs), and the flat-address memory consists a number

of such Pods. In MemPod an efficient approach of finding hot pages has been also proposed.

However, they rely on large remap tables to keep track of migrated pages. To come across fixed

sized data migration restrictions and effectively use the capacity of fast 3D-DRAM, Ryoo et al.

proposed subblocking of pages and placement of subblocks in fast memory from two different

pages in interleaved fashion [77]. To keep track of such fine-grained data migration, necessary

subblock-level bit vector is kept and managed by hardware.

2.2.3. Other Related Research

Qureshi et al. have proposed using PCM as main memory with a small 2D-DRAM as a

buffer [74]. The DRAM buffers are used to both speedup accesses and reduce write-backs to
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PCM. The focus of their study is the use of PCM in place of DRAMs for main memory. The

DRAM buffer is organized similarly to a hardware cache (but is not visible to the OS), and is

managed by the DRAM controller. The study by Lee [45] is similar to that of Qureshi, in that

they also use PCM as a replacement to DRAM as main memory and use DRAM as buffers to

PCM. In [84] researchers have proposed a dynamic HMA, where depending on the application’s

locality behavior the faster memory, i.e., DRAM, either is employed as cache to the slower PCM

main memory or is employed as part of main memory along with PCM. They have proposed a new

memory controller, HpMC (Hybrid Policies Memory Controller), that dynamically analyzes the

application behavior and chooses any one of the aforementioned cache or flat-address memory

configuration to minimize overall energy consumption. In [20], the researchers have proposed an

interesting idea where 3D-DRAM is employed as both as Cache and Main Memory (CMM) to a

flash/PCM based backing store. For addressing, CMM uses set-associative indexing schemes like

caches. CMM allows data movement in smaller subpage granularity and keeps subpage valid/dirty

bit vector as page metadata.

As an alternative to stacking DRAMs, Zhang and Li [93] proposed 3D-stacked PCM

memories, primarily to address the challenges of power management and handling of elevated

temperatures for 3D-stacked DRAMs. 3D stacking of PCM has an added benefit in that elevated

temperature can help in PCM writes since write operation requires heating PCM cells to different

temperatures. Elevated temperatures in 3D-stacked DRAMs are detrimental to the performance

since DRAM cells must be refreshed at higher rates as the temperature increases. As with other

studies mentioned above, the authors of [93] use 3D PCM as main memory with a small DRAM

as a buffer to reduce the PCM writes.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

As we have proposed a number techniques to improve performance of flat-address-space

memory systems, we have used a number of different tools and simulators to implement and

evaluate them. We have performed trace-driven simulations, a common approach in memory

systems research to achieve fast simulation time, and most of the contemporary research in this

field followed the same approach [11, 55, 70, 77]. All of our proposed techniques broadly follow

the same methodology. In this chapter we describe the general methodology and any changes to

this will be discussed in necessary contexts.

First, we are going to provide brief introductions of each of the tools we have used, then

we will explain how we have employed those tools in our methodology. We will also provide a

brief description of the benchmarks and workloads we have used.

3.1. Tools and Simulators

(1) PinPlay Toolkit: PinPlay [26], a Program Record/Replay Toolkit, is built upon Pin

binary instrumentation system [67]. In addition to recent Pin kit, it provides necessary

Pintools and scripts to record representative regions of large application and also replay

them. It finds representative regions of the application using PinPoints [81] as per user

need (e.g., number of simulation points, number of instructions etc.), and generates

region pinballs. These pinballs can be replayed using necessary Pintools and profiled as

needed.

(2) Moola Cache Simulator: Moola is a trace-driven multicore cache simulator, which

provides cycle accurate timing for the simulated cache system. It provides support for

per-core private caches and a shared LLC. It enables address/data sharing mechanism

and also provides address space isolation for each of the cores when there is no sharing.

With its hit-under-miss option it allows multiple outstanding misses at LLC, enabling

MLP. It is open source and easily modifiable to be integrated with memory simulators.

(3) In-house Flat-address Memory Simulator: We developed a flat-address memory
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system simulator [78] on top of Moola. This simulator supports heterogeneous memories

with two disparate technologies (e.g., 3D-DRAM+DDR4-DRAM, 3D-DRAM+PCM)

and as well as three disparate technologies (viz., 3D-DRAM+DDR4-DRAM+PCM). It

uses fixed numbers for access latencies for different types of memories. It provides a

number of different page migration policies among the different types of memories.

(4) Ramulator Memory Simulator: Ramulator is a widely-used, detailed cycle-level mem-

ory system simulator [43]. It provides support for a large number of memory standards,

e.g., DDR3/4 DRAM, GDDR5, HBM, SALP, ALDRAM etc. It runs faster than other

memory simulators and it is validated against other memory simulators and DDR3 Ver-

ilog model. It can be used as a trace-driven simulator and can be integrated to work

with gem5 [6], which is an event-driven simulator. In trace-driven setup, it can run in

two different modes- memory trace driven and CPU trace driven. In CPU trace driven

mode it abstracts a simple core model, where the core “executes” instructions fed from

trace files and READ/WRITE instructions are sent to memory after passing through

desired cache hierarchy (if it is a LLC miss). It supports multicore simulation as well.

The default Ramulator does not provide support for heterogeneous memory systems;

however, to meet our needs we have modified it carefully to enable this support.

3.2. General Methodology

To generate CPU traces (INST/READ/WRITE) we instrument the desired benchmark

execution on real machine using PinPlay toolkit [26]. First, we use necessary Pintool from this

toolkit that uses PinPoints [81] internally to identify the Region Of Interest (ROI) of one billion

instructions for the benchmark, and generates region pinball. Then, we replay the region pinball

with necessary Pintool that generates CPU traces with virtual addresses (VAs). We next bind

such CPU traces with multiple cores of multicore cache simulator Moola [79] and generate cache-

filtered multiprogrammed/multithreaded memory access traces (READ/WRITE) which still uses

VAs. Since we are interested to evaluate performance of large memory systems, we made sure

that the capacity of our simulated flat-address memory is large enough to accommodate memory

footprints of these traces to avoid any page fault overheads. For our flat-address memory model,
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Figure 3.1. General methodology workflow

we assumed that the physical address (PA) space is statically partitioned over different types

of memories, hence we perform necessary VA to PA translation using in-house scripts which

implements a basic address mapping function. It allocates addresses (i.e., pages) to frames of

different memories in a round-robin fashion (e.g., 4 to fast memory, then 4 to slow memory), as

long there are free frames in fast memory. When fast memory capacity is exhausted, only slow

memory frames are assigned. This allocation ensures that pages for all experimental workloads

span all memory devices and thus reflect the impact of having heterogeneous memory system.

Finally, we run Ramulator [43] in trace-driven mode using the memory traces with PAs and gather

necessary statistics. We modify Ramulator to support heterogeneous memories as a flat-address

memory system.

We show the workflow of our general methodology in Figure 3.1. There are some adaptions

to this discussed methodology for our proposals in Chapters 5 to 7, which will be discussed in

respective chapters.

3.3. Workloads

We have used 17 memory-intensive benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2006 suite [82] In

addition, we have chosen four representative HPC benchmarks from the US Department of Energy

(DOE) provided ECP Proxy Applications [18]. These applications are facilitated from the DOE

Exascale Computing Project (ECP) [19] and are small, simplified codes that capture important

performance features of large-scale HPC applications. We have chosen the following applications

from this suite.
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• XSBench [1] proxy application represents a computational kernel which implements

Monte Carlo neutron transport algorithm.

• LULESH [44] approximates hydrodynamics equations and was used as a proxy application

in early years of ECP.

• CoMD [60] implements classical molecular dynamics algorithms used in materials science.

• miniFE [27] is used for finite element codes.

Our evaluated workloads are shown in Table 3.1. There are 20 different workloads that

comprise a mix of these various benchmarks. We generate memory access traces for multipro-

grammed workloads (1-16, 19, and 20 in Table 3.1) by running 16 copies of ROI traces of one

benchmark or ROI traces from different benchmarks in a 16-core Moola cache simulator [79].

To generate memory access traces for multithreaded workloads (17 and 18 in Table 3.1) we run

16 ROI traces, each from one thread of a 16-threaded benchmark similarly using Moola. We

categorize the workloads 1 to 10 as listed in Table 3.1 as SPEC homogeneous (SPEC HOM), 11

to 16 as SPEC heterogeneous (SPEC HET), and 17 to 20 as HPC homogeneous (HPC HOM).
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No. Workload Benchmarks MPKI Footprint

(GB)

1 mcf 16x mcf 65.04 16

2 lbm 16x lbm 44.21 6.30

3 milc 16x milc 23.05 9.05

4 omntp 16x omnetpp 18.96 2.06

5 astar 16x astar 16.80 2.63

6 gems 16x GemsFDTD 9.59 10.59

7 zmp 16x zeusmp 8.14 3.32

8 bwav 16x bwaves 6.90 6.82

9 cactus 16x cactusADM 3.70 2.31

10 xbmk 16x xalancbmk 4.50 2.89

11 mix1 3x mcf, sphinx, 2x astar, 2x lbm, gcc, 29.36 5.64

2x soplex, libq., 2x milc, omnetpp, libq.

12 mix2 3x lbm, 2x mcf, 3x dealII, 3x soplex, 20.47 5.08

bzip2, 2x cactusA., 2x GemsF.

13 mix3 2x GemsF., libq., 2x milc, dealII, 2x sphinx, 10.99 3.34

2x leslie., 2x cactusA., 2x gcc, bzip2, astar

14 mix4 mcf, 3x libq., 3x soplex, GemsF., milc, leslie., 18.27 3.60

lbm, gcc, 2x bzip2, cactusA., dealII

15 mix5 5x mcf, 6x lbm, 5x soplex 42.51 7.61

16 mix6 4x libq., 3x omnet., 3x gcc, 3x sphinx, 2x milc, astar 19.64 2.11

17 xsb 16x XSBench 22.01 14.68

18 lul 16x LULESH 13.51 6.80

19 mini 16x miniFE 6.72 10.66

20 comd 16x CoMD 1.41 2.30

Table 3.1. Evaluated workloads
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CHAPTER 4

PREFETCHING IN THE CONTEXT OF HETEROGENEOUS MEMORY SYSTEMS

INVOLVING NVM

In this chapter we discuss our prefetching schemes for heterogeneous memory systems

involving NVM in light of our work [29]and [30]1. Researchers in industry and academia have

proposed to use 3D-DRAM as a hardware/OS managed cache or as part of main memory along

with other types of memory technologies (i.e., flat-address memories). In our study we show a

different, but orthogonal approach for effective management of heterogeneous memory systems:

hardware prefetching. We show that by customized hardware prefetching policies we can achieve

substantial performance improvements for a flat-address memory system comprising fast HBM

(which is the most prevalent 3D-DRAM today) and slow PCM for a set of SPEC CPU2006 and

HPC workloads.

In our first prefetching study [29] we have shown that by employing a small (2MB) SRAM

prefetch buffer with the processor chip to prefetch data only from slow PCM, we can improve

IPC (instructions per cycle) on average by 19% over a baseline system without any prefetching.

In our experiments we have seen that prefetch buffer with sizes 32MB, 64MB, and 128MB can

improve IPC by 27%, 34% and 40% respectively; however, placing such large SRAM buffers inside

processor chip is not feasible due to area and power constraints. Hence, in our next work [30]

we proposed “HBM-resident” prefetching by reserving 1/16th of the HBM as a prefecth buffer

for slower PCM. This approach not only eliminates the capacity constraints, but also allow high

bandwidth utilization through high memory level parallelism (MLP) since the prefetch buffer is

split over multiple channels of HBM. We prefetch data from slower PCM into HBM-resident

buffer (by storing a copy) and service LLC misses/write-backs from/to the buffer on a hit. On

eviction from the buffer, we only write back the dirty lines to PCM. The location changes done by

prefetching is tracked using a small hardware-based address remapping table. Such prefetching

1This chapter has been reproduced from M. Islam, S. Banerjee, M. Meswani, and K. Kavi, Proceedings of the
Second International Symposium on Memory Systems, pp. 220-231, with permission from ACM and from M.
Islam, K. Kavi, M. Meswani, S. Banerjee, and N. Jayasena, International Conference on Architecture of Computing
Systems, pp. 124-136, with permission from Springer, Cham.
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Figure 4.1. Different prefetching organizations

provides faster access to data (than accessing it from PCM) while avoiding any costly address

management process as required by page migration techniques, and it also minimizes write-backs

to PCM. In Figure 4.1 we show the high level organizations of processor-resident and HBM-

resident prefetching.

4.1. Hardware Prefetching Background

4.1.1. Traditional Hardware Prefetching

Traditional on-chip prefetching mechanisms attempt to pro-actively fetch data from lower

level memories (farther from core) to higher level memories (nearer to core) before it is requested

by the processor. Stride prefetching [23], stream buffers [36] and Markov prefetching [35] are

some common approaches for cache-level hardware prefetching. Stride prefetching relies on a

hardware structure that detects recurring strides in the sequence of load addresses. This structure

is then typically indexed by the program counter (PC) of the current instruction to predict the

stride of future accesses. Depending on the prefetching degree N, the prefetcher then brings the

next N elements based on the predicted stride. Markov prefetching relies on address correlation

prefetching and stores the history of the miss address stream. For example, miss address streams

are shown below-
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miss address stream: a, d, x, m, a, p, j, j, a

There is one entry for each unique miss address (e.g., “a”) in the correlation table and

the entry also records one or more miss addresses (e.g., “d” and “p”) that followed the first

miss address (“a”). When address “a” misses again, the table is indexed using this address to

find out which miss addresses followed “a” last time (in our example they are “d” and “p”).

Distance prefetching [37], another kind of correlation prefetching can be seen as generalized

Markov prefetching. The correlation table stores one entry for each unique “delta” between

two consecutive miss addresses instead of storing the miss address itself. Each entry records

the history of deltas seen right after the current “delta” instead of recording the actual miss

addresses as done in Markov prefetching. The correlation table is indexed by deltas of the global

miss addresses.

4.1.2. Prefetching for Hybrid Memories

A number of publications have explored prefetching for emerging memory technologies.

Ahn et al. [2] proposed a two-level prefetcher for systems with Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC)

as main memory. One of them is a conventional on-chip prefetcher between LLC and memory.

The other is a specialized prefetcher that prefetches from HMC DRAM memory layers to a small

SRAM prefetch buffer in the bottom logic layer within the HMC module. In this design, in-

memory prefetching employs a simple stream prefetcher [36] at cache line (64 byte) granularity

with a prefetch degree 4. However workloads with good spatial locality can benefit if more cache

lines are fetched. Oskin et al. [66] have proposed the use of stride prefetching while using HBM

as an OS page cache for conventional DRAM memory. Stride prefetching at page size (4KB)

granularity with small prefetch degree was found to be beneficial. Yoon et al. proposed [89] to

use conventional DRAM as a row buffer cache for PCM. This study caches PCM row buffers that

have high access counts but also incur more row conflicts (i.e., have lower temporal locality) in

DRAM to save repetitive activation of the same row.
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4.2. Overview of Our Prefetching Techniques for Flat-address Memory

Figure 4.1 provides a high level comparison of system designs for processor-resident

prefetch buffer and 3D-DRAM-resident prefetch buffer for a flat-address memory system com-

prised of HBM and PCM. While designing our prefetch architecture we addressed four design

parameters: i) prefetch buffer location, ii) prefetch granularity, iii) prefetch initiation and iv)

prefetch policies.

The first design parameter dictates where to host the prefetch buffer and its associated

data path for copying data to the buffer, which directly influences the cost/time for completing

the prefetch operation. In our proposal, we explore both- hosting the prefetch buffer in SRAM

placed on processor chip, called on-chip prefetch buffer (OCPB) and inside the HBM, called

HBM-resident prefetch buffer (HRPB). Storing the prefetch buffer in the HBM necessitates a

different data path for bringing data to the buffer as shown in Figure 4.1. In processor-resident

prefetching, data travels one way- from memory to OCPB, but in HBM-resident prefetching, data

travels first from slower memory to the on-chip temporary swap buffer (not shown in the figure)

and from there to HRPB.

Prefetch granularity influences the cost for storing and accessing tags for prefetched data.

Since the HRPB is large (10s of MBs) and much slower than SRAM implemented OCPB (although

smaller), the tag array size of the HBM buffers can become very large if cache line (64byte)

granularity is used for prefetching, and such large tag storage cannot be included on-chip [73]

and hence must be placed in HBM itself. This might increase the access time for tag lookup [51].

We however, use a coarser granularity (2KB, which equals thirty-two 64byte cache lines) to reduce

the tag storage, for example a 4-way set associative 64MB prefetch buffer with a 2KB block size

results in a tag storage of 288KB, which can be placed on-chip.

Prefetch initiation dictates when to issue a prefetch request; prefetching too often can in-

terfere with demand requests, but timely prefetching can improve performance. Like conventional

on-chip prefetcher, our design snoops every LLC miss to slow memory and feed the miss stream

to our prefetch engine to generate addresses to prefetch. Ideally one may consider prefetching

every such address, but both memories (HBM and PCM) may be busy serving demand requests
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Figure 4.2. High level organization of processor-resident prefetcher (figure is not

drawn to the scale).

and prioritizing prefetch requests over demand requests can slow down both of them. Therefore,

we take an “opportunistic” approach and only prefetch (read) from the PCM when it is not busy

serving demand read requests. However, for storing (write) the prefetched data to the HRPB,

we treat demand write requests and prefetch write requests with equal priority, since write is not

in the critical path of execution and since there are more channels associated with HBM.

Lastly, we have to design prefetch policies to amortize the cost of the longer data path and

the difference in buffer storage technology in case of HRPB. We design prefetching policies that

predict farther into future or have higher confidence in their prediction as discussed in Section 4.4.

4.3. System Organizations

4.3.1. Organization of Processor-resident Prefetcher

Traditional prefetchers actively fetch data from lower level memories to higher level mem-

ories before it is requested by the processor. In our study, the prefetch buffer which holds the

prefetched data is placed on the processor chip (also called on-chip prefetch buffer, OCPB) and
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implemented with SRAM. Since such on-chip storage is a scarce resource we only prefetch from

the slow NVM, which is PCM in our case. In Figure 4.2 we show the high-level system organi-

zation with a processor and different memory channels. There is a hardware prefetch controller

called Global Prefetch Controller (GPC), and the OCPB can be placed in the controller. In Fig-

ure 4.2, for better visibility we only show one memory channel for each type of memories: in

reality there are more of them. We assume that there is one memory controller (MC) per chan-

nel. The Prefetch Policy Engine (PPE) implements the necessary prefetching policy and sends

the prefetch requests to the PCM memory controller. The Prefetch Queue (Pref. Q) sitting

inside the PCM MC, holds the prefetch requests for the PCM channel. The prefetching path is

shown in Figure 4.2 by the dotted path 1 and 2. On a demand memory request, the prefetch

buffer (OCPB) is checked first and on a prefetch buffer hit, the data is moved to the LLC as

shown in Figure 4.2 by solid path 1 and 2. On a prefetch buffer miss, the request goes to the

Read queue (RDQ) for a memory read and finally the request is served by the memory channel,

this path is shown in Figure 4.2 by solid path 1, 3, and 4.

4.3.2. Organization of HBM-resident Prefetcher

Figure 4.3 shows the system organization for our HBM-resident prefetching technique.

The multicore processor chip has a shared LLC and a set of MCs. We use 8 HBM and 2 PCM

channels with one MC per channel. Figure 4.3 shows details of one HBM MC and one PCM

MC to keep the figure readable. Each MC contains a Read Queue (RDQ), Write Queue (WRQ)

and the PCM MC also contains a Prefetch queue (Pref. Q). We reserve a small fraction of the

HBM as HRPB (e.g. 1/16th of 1GB HBM, 64MB), which is not visible to the OS and hence

non-allocable. The hardware based global prefetch controller is located on-processor-chip. The

HRPB address range is only visible to the prefetch controller. We have assumed that the OS

visible physical address range is statically partitioned over HBM (excluding the HRPB portion)

and PCM.

We prefetch (copy) at 2KB block granularity from the PCM to the HRPB. The original

block is still kept in PCM so no page mapping is required. We store HRPB tag array inside

the global prefetch controller, the tag array also serves as the Prefetch Buffer Mapping Table
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(PBMT). The HRPB is a 4-way set associative, write-back buffer with least recently used (LRU)

eviction policy. PBMT stores one entry per HRPB entry. In each PBMT entry, with 37 bit

address tag (which is the original PCM physical address of the 2KB prefetched block in HRPB)

we store 1 valid bit, 1 dirty bit and a 32 bit vector for tracking dirty cache lines in the prefetched

block. Hence, for a 64MB HRPB, the PBMT size will be 288KB (32,768 entries, each 9byte),

which is feasible to place on processor-chip. Since each entry in PBMT corresponds to a fixed

physical address in HRPB, on a hit in the PBMT, the HRPB physical address can be generated

dynamically by hardware. While evicting a block from HRPB, only the dirty cache lines are written

back to PCM. The prefetch policy engine implements the policies.

How to access prefetched data in HRPB? On every LLC miss, the address is redirected

to the prefetch controller. The controller first checks the missed address to see if it is a PCM

address (we assumed that the physical address range is statically partitioned between HBM and

PCM) and if it is, then the controller looks up PBMT. If a match found, then the new destination
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address inside HRPB is also known, and the request is directed to HRPB. The solid path with

numbers 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 4.3 shows this path. Unlike traditional prefetch techniques, the

missing data is not moved to the OS visible memory space of the HBM (hence avoiding costly

page table remapping activities), but kept in the prefetch buffer. If no match found in PBMT,

the LLC miss request is serviced by PCM (in Figure 4.3 solid path 4 and 5). The delay overhead

for every miss in PBMT is fairly small: the time to access a 288KB on-chip SRAM array for a

64MB HRPB.

How to prefetch data from PCM to HRPB? For every LLC miss to PCM, the

policy engine will generate the next address to prefetch depending on the prefetching policy. The

prefetch controller first checks if the generated address is already present in the HRPB. Otherwise,

it generates prefetch read requests to the PCM and reads that block into a swap buffer located

inside the prefetch controller. The swap buffer holds one block of prefetched data (2KB). The

prefetch controller then finds a destination location in HRPB by checking PBMT (if needed first

write-back of the evicted entry takes place). After successful writes to HRPB, PBMT entry is

updated with the new block’s address tag and the valid bit is set. This flow is shown in Figure 4.3

by dotted paths numbered 2, 3, and 4.

4.4. Prefetching Policies Explored

We have evaluated prefetching policies that rely on predictability versus policies that rely

only on locality. In this section we first present a prefetching scheme that relies entirely on

predictability; generally known as distance prefetching [37]. We show how this prefetching policy

performs for both processor-resident and HBM-resident prefetching. Next we design a temporal

locality based scheme for prefetching that relies on the access counts to data blocks. Such access-

count-based prefetching may provide higher confidence that the prefetched data will be useful,

just as access-count-based page migration schemes have been shown to generally work well in

heterogeneous systems [55, 84]. We also evaluate the open-page prefetching policy, which can

be seen as a relaxed caching policy. Unlike conventional prefetching in 64B granularity, we use

2KB (size of a memory row buffer) block for our prefetch, and while implementing the following

prefetching policies we consider the 2KB block address which covers the missed LLC line.
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4.4.1. Distance Prefetching Policy

Distance prefetching is a generalization of Markov prefetching that relies on correlating

deltas (differences) between addresses [37]. We store unique deltas (as an index key) and subse-

quent deltas seen right after the key delta in a correlation table Then using this delta correlation

table we predict the future addresses to prefetch. Distance prefetching does not require program

counter information and it can even find repeating sequences with non-unit strides. We choose to

use the Global History Buffer (GHB) structure to implement the distance prefetcher as presented

by Nesbit et al. [64] and call it the Global Delta Correlation (GDC) prefetching policy. It has

very small storage overhead, for example, for a 512 entry Index table and a 512 entry GHB table

the storage overhead is only 8KB [64]. Also it provides higher accuracy and fewer conflicts when

compared to the other table based implementations. In GDC prefetching, by varying width degree

we can explore different prefetching paths and by varying depth degree we can decide how far

into future we want prefetch. For our workloads we found that width degree 1 and depth degree

4 provides the best results.

4.4.2. Hotness Based Policy

As we make the prefetch granularity coarser than the conventional cache block size, we

may prefetch cache lines that may never be accessed and thus wasting both bandwidth and space

in the prefetch buffer. We require higher confidence with our prefetching policies to achieve

higher prefetch accuracy and coverage. As done in many page migration studies [55, 84] we also

use the “hotness” metric, i.e., a count of the number of access to a block in deciding whether to

prefetch that block. Whenever a block is accessed more than a the certain number of times (e.g.

count of 4) we generate a prefetch request for that block. Unlike in page migration policies that

migrate pages only at fixed intervals or epochs [55, 84], our prefetching occurs as soon as the

access count to a block exceeds the threshold. We have done necessary sensitivity study to find

a optimal threshold value in Section 4.6.2. We call this Hotness Based (HB) policy. The storage

and latency costs to keep the memory access count for every memory block can be very high; for

example a 16GB memory with 2KB block size requires 8M entries and assuming 6 byte counters

(37-bit tag + 11-bit counters) results in 48MB storage. Hence, it is not feasible to store full
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access counts on-chip and will likely be stored in memory resulting in expensive memory latency

for updating the counts. Thus, to mitigate the storage cost we use a hotness count cache with

16K (16,384) entries to hold the hotness count of recently accessed blocks, it works in a similar

manner as filter cache presented in CHOP [34]. We found that 16K entries result in nearly the

same performance gains as that of keeping full counts for the workloads used in our study. Each

entry of the hotness count cache is 6 bytes (37 address tag bit and rest of the bits can used

to keep hotness count), hence the size of the hotness count cache is only 96KB, which can be

stored on-chip. We configure this cache as 8-way set associative and store it inside the prefetch

controller. Accessing and updating an 8-way 96KB SRAM cache has small delay but this delay

overhead effects the prefetch path and not the actual program execution path.

4.4.3. Open Page Policy

In this case, to benefit from row buffer locality, we change our physical memory address

interleaving from cache line level to memory page (e.g., row with size 2KB) level granularity so

now each 2KB sized block falls to the same row. To minimize opening the same row in PCM

repeatedly, we employ a simple prefetching policy that attempts to prefetch from any row buffer

that is open, and hence name it Open Page (OP) policy. We take this generalized scheme since

we prefetch opportunistically by always giving lower priority to prefetch requests and only prefetch

when there are no pending demand requests. It is different from [89] since we do not to keep

access/conflict count per row buffer.

4.5. Experimental Setup

We assume a 16-core system with main memory comprised of 1GB HBM and 16GB PCM

in a flat-address-space model. The reason for choosing this 1:16 ratio is that as per current

projection one single node may have up to 64GB HBM (8 stacks, 8GB each) [14] and scaling the

PCM size accordingly will give a flat-address memory with 64GB HBM and 1TB PCM per node.

We have assumed that the OS visible physical address range is statically partitioned between

HBM (excluding the HRPB portion) and PCM. We use Ramulator [43] to simulate the system.

For configuring PCM timing parameters we primarily follow [63]. All the configuration parameters
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Processor Values

Cores, frequency 16, 3.2 GHz

Issue width, ROB size 4-wide OoO, 128 entries

Caches Values

L1 I-cache (private) 32 KB, 2-way set assoc.

L1 D-cache (private) 16 KB, 4-way set assoc.

L2 cache (shared) 16 MB, 16-way set assoc.

PCM Memory Values

Channels, capacity 2, 16 GB (2 x 8 GB)

Memory Controller (MC) 1 per channel

Ranks, banks 1 rank/ch., 8 banks/rank

Row buffer size 2 KB

Read, write, pref. queue 64, 256, 32 entries/MC

Read latency 80 ns (7.5ns tPRE + 62.5ns tSENSE + 10ns tBUS)

Write latency 250 ns tCWL

Bus (per channel) 64-bit, 400MHz

HBM Memory Values

Channels, capacity 8, 1 GB (8 x 128 MB)

Memory Controller (MC) 1 per channel

Ranks, banks 1 rank/channel, 2 bank groups/rank, 4 banks/bank group

Row buffer size 2 KB

Read, write queue 32, 32 entries/MC

tCAS-tRCD-tRP-tRAS 14ns - 14ns - 14ns - 34ns

Bus (per channel) 128-bit, 500MHz

Table 4.1. Baseline system configuration

are listed in Table 4.1. We use Ramulator in trace-driven mode with a CPU model to estimate

IPC. To generate the instruction/read/write traces we use PinPlay Toolkit [26] to identify region
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Buffer Configuration

HRPB 64MB, 4-way, write-back, LRU eviction

OCPB 2MB, 16-way, write-back, LRU eviction

Policy Configuration

Legends Details

OC GDC OCPB with GDC policy, width=1, depth=4

HR GDC HRPB with GDC policy, width=1, depth=4

HR HB HRPB with HB policy, threshold 4

HR OP HRPB with Open Page policy

Table 4.2. Prefetching configuration

of interest (ROI) of one billion instructions for each of the benchmarks mentioned in Table 4.1.

Then we generate a 16-core multiprogrammed and multithreaded memory access traces using a

multicore cache simulator Moola [79]. Details are provided in section Section 3.2). Our baseline

systems uses the same memory configurations without any prefetching or page migrations.

We have used 17 memory-intensive benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2006 suite [82], and

four representative HPC benchmarks from the ECP Proxy Applications suite [18]- XSBench [1],

LULESH [44], CoMD [60] and miniFE [27]. Shown in Table 3.1, there are 20 different workloads

that comprise a mix of these various benchmarks. Furthermore, we categorize the workloads 1 to

10 as listed in Table 3.1 as SPEC homogeneous (SPEC HOM), 11 to 16 as SPEC heterogeneous

(SPEC HET), and 17 to 20 as HPC homogeneous (HPC HOM).

4.6. Evaluation

In next Section 4.6.1, we present the IPC performance improvements of On-Chip (pro-

cessor) Prefetch Buffer (OCPB) with GDC (Global Delta Correlation) policy and HBM-Resident

Prefetch Buffer (HRPB) with the three prefetching policies- GDC, HB (Hotness Based) and OP

(Open Page) as discussed in previous Section 4.4. Details of the policies and the experimental

configurations are provided in Table 4.2.
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We have studied capacity sensitivity analysis for OCPB with sizes 1MB, 2MB, and 4MB

in [29]. We found that 2MB is reasonable since it is small enough to be placed on-chip and it

provides similar performance improvement as a 4MB buffer. In [29], we evaluated GDC prefetching

with two different granularities - conventional cache line size granularity (64 bytes) and main

memory row buffer size granularity (2KB, we simply refer to it as block granularity). We found

that, in case of OCPB, prefetching with 2KB over 64bytes provides 2x performance gains and

it also provides better prefetch accuracy (No. of useful prefetches / No. of prefetches) and

prefetch coverage (No. of prefetch hits / No. of demand requests). Hence in this dissertation

we show results for OCPB with size 2MB and prefetching granularity of 2KB, since they provide

the optimal results.

For our basic set of experiments we have chosen the HRPB size as 64MB and HB policy

threshold as 4 after performing different sensitivity analyses which are presented in Section 4.6.2.

We also show the PCM timing sensitivity analysis there.

For the Figures 4.4 to 4.7, the positive y-axis shows IPC improvement whereas the negative

y-axis shows IPC degradation in percentages over the baseline system without any prefetching.

The x-axis shows the individual workloads presented in Table 3.1 and separate averages for each

of the workload categories of SPEC HOM, SPEC HET, and HPC HOM.

4.6.1. Performance Analysis

Figure 4.4 shows the IPC improvements (in percentages) for different prefetching policies

over the baseline. The prediction based prefetching policy GDC provides an average IPC improve-

ment of 19% in OC GDC configuration and 34% in HR GDC configuration. The HR HB provides

the best average result over all other policies for all three categories of workloads SPEC HOM,

SPEC HET and HPC HOM with average IPC improvements of 27%, 43% and 40% respectively.

The prediction based HR GDC provides the next best average IPC improvements. The simpler

HR OP policy provides the worst improvement for half of the workloads, the best improvement

for two of the workloads (mcf and cactus), and average improvements for the rest.

HR GDC works well when the workloads have predictable sequences which happens when

there are repeating sequence of address strides (e.g., stride sequence 2, 9, 5, 4, . . 2, 9,
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Figure 4.4. IPC improvement (%) of processor and HBM-resident prefetching for

different prefetch policies over baseline without any prefetching (negative y-axis

shows degradation)

5). OC GDC follows similar trend as HR GDC but since OCPB is much smaller in size (only

1/32th of HRPB), we observe smaller improvements for OC GDC for most of the cases than

HR GDC. The exceptions are milc, omtp, astar, gems, bwav, xsb, and lul. For these benchmarks,

OC GDC provides performance close to or even slightly better than HR GDC. We found that

these workloads have smaller reuse of data after longer period, hence storing many prefetched

blocks for prolonged period of time did not help improving the performance. Moreover, since

OCPB sits closer to core and with higher way-associativity than HRPB, prefetch buffer hit access

latency is much lower, hence in few cases OC GDC provides better performance than HR GDC.

HR HB scheme generally works well since a block with frequent accesses is a good predictor

that the same block will likely get more accesses in the future. We find that HR HB performs the

best for half of the workloads. We found that, for most of these cases HR HB policy’s prefetch

accuracy and repeated hits to the same block is much higher than the other policies.

In case of HR OP, we have changed the memory address interleaving from cache line level

to block level to improve row buffer hits, however this decreases the MLP and hence we see

smaller performance improvements for most of the cases. However, for mcf and cactusADM our

analysis shows that the majority of the blocks have low reuse distance and consequently policies

that fetch the blocks sooner will give the best performance. The HH OP policy is the quickest to
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initiate a prefetch request since it simply tries to prefetch the most recently accessed row buffer

(open-page) and hence it outperforms the HR HB policy that has to wait for the block access

count to cross a certain threshold (in this case 4) before it can issue a prefetch request.

Now we look at the cases where some prefetching policies are providing negligible or

negative improvement over baseline system without prefetching. For HH OP policy for omtp,

and xbmk we observe <3% IPC improvement and for astar and xsb up to 12% degradation. Our

analysis shows that these workloads have very low spatial locality and use only few cache lines

in each 2KB block (50% to 90% of the time), hence a simple policy like OP which fetches the

most recently accessed block is actually wasteful. Moreover, as prefetching adds some overhead

to each PCM access (as every PCM access first needs to be checked in the prefetch buffer), if

the performance we gain by prefetch hits is not sufficient to hide this overhead, then we will see

performance degradation. The workload xsb is not only prefetch unfriendly but also does not

provide any performance improvement with migration/caching as we will see in Section 4.7.

4.6.2. Sensitivity Analysis

Here we present different sensitivity analyses for our best performing prefetching policy,

which is Hotness Based (HB) policy. The results for other policies in general follow the trend as

HB policy.

4.6.2.1. Capacity Analysis

In Figure 4.5 we show how the HB policy responds with the HRPB capacity change. In 4.5

legends, we augment the associated buffer size with the policy name. Larger buffer leads to fewer

conflicts and hence there are fewer evictions. This helps us to hold older prefetched blocks for

longer periods. However, for workloads which do not reuse the data for longer periods we will

not see significant performance improvement; 1/3rd of our workloads (milc, gems, zmp, bwav,

xsb, mini,and comd) fall in this category. For SPEC HET workloads we observe higher conflict

rate with smaller HRPB; as the buffer grows larger, we see better improvement. Interestingly for

workload lul, we do not see much change in performance up to 256MB buffer, but for 512MB

buffer we see an increase of almost 20% since now a good portion of its working set fits in the
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HRPB. In all of our experiments we choose the buffer size to be 64MB for several reasons. First,

we want to use as smaller portion of HBM as possible so that rest of the HBM is still visible to

OS. Second, the processor-chip resident SRAM tag array overhead is smaller for 64MB HRPB.

Third, it still provides fair improvement.

4.6.2.2. Threshold Analysis

In Figure 4.6 we show how HB policy, that is our best policy so far, changes with different

thresholds. We experimented with thresholds 2, 4, 8, and 16. With lower threshold HB policy

can decide early which blocks to prefetch and hence initiates prefetch requests early and receive

the prefetch data early. Hence, it may provide more hits to prefetched blocks if the prediction

was correct, but in some cases it might prefetch blocks prematurely which will not have receive

additional accesses, so with lower threshold prefetch accuracy might be lower. On average, for

each category of workloads, threshold 2 provides the best performance improvement over the

baseline, and a threshold of 4 provides very similar performance. However, threshold 4 provides

better prefetch accuracy than threshold 2, hence, we choose our threshold to be 4 in all of our

experiments. We see that for 3/4th of the cases there is drop in performance when the threshold

is 16, because generally waiting too long to take prefetch decision introduces delay and hence we

miss a number of prefetch hits.

4.6.2.3. PCM Timing Analysis

In Figure 4.7 we show how sensitive is our HBM-resident prefetching to the PCM timing.

In one extreme case, we replaced PCM with much faster conventional DRAM (DDR3). Also we

evaluate a 2x faster PCM and a 2x slower PCM taking the PCM timing mentioned in Table 4.1 as

standard. In Figure 4.7 the IPC improvements for each timing configuration are compared to the

baselines having respective timing configurations (i.e., fast PCM HR HB compared to fast PCM

basleine).

Since we prefetch from the “slow” memory and buffer it in the “fast” memory, when we

replace PCM with DDR3 and prefetch from DDR3 to into HRPB, the access latencies for the

faster and slower memories are very similar, thus defeating the purpose of prefetching. However,
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Figure 4.5. Prefetch buffer capacity sensitivity for hotness-based prefetching policy
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Figure 4.6. Threshold sensitivity for hotness-based prefetching policy
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Figure 4.7. PCM timing sensitivity for hotness-based prefetching policy

HBM has more channels and can provide more MLP than conventional DRAM. Hence, in this case

we are paying the prefetching cost only to get the higher bandwidth benefit of HBM but there is
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no explicit latency improvement. From Figure 4.7 we can see that for ∼2/3rd of the workloads

we achieve negligible IPC improvements or see degradations; for the rest we achieve some IPC

improvements, from 8% to 21%. With a faster PCM, the amount of time we save by getting a

hit in the HRPB is smaller than the case when we have slower PCM, hence with slower PCM

we generally achieve higher performance improvements. This observation holds for SPEC HOM

and HPC HOM workload categories. However, for SPEC HET workloads, in case of very slow

PCM, we find that prefetch accuracy decreases greatly, which means we lack prefetch timeliness

and hence we achieve lower performance than the case with faster PCMs (IPC performances are

improved, but the relative gains are lower).

4.7. Composite Schemes

In the previous sections, we have discussed the implementation details of OCPB and HRPB

in a heterogeneous flat-address memory system serving as a stand-alone performance optimization

technique. In this section, we explore two different composite schemes by augmenting previously

proposed page migration and caching techniques for heterogeneous memories with our HBM-

resident prefetching. As an example migration technique we use CAMEO [11] and as an example

caching technique we use Alloy cache [73], because of their simplicity and efficiency. But we feel

that our proposed prefetching techniques can be used with other page migration and caching

techniques when properly integrated.

4.7.1. CAMEO with HBM-Resident Prefetching

Chou et al. proposed CAMEO (CAche-like MEmory Organization) for a two level memory

system comprising of faster (i.e., 3D-DRAM) and slower (i.e., DDR DRAM) memories [11]. The

3D-DRAM stores recently accessed data by employing a “cache-like” migration policy, but is

visible to the OS as a part of flat-address space along with the slower DRAM. The 3D-DRAM

is configured as a direct-mapped memory with 64 byte granularity. All memory accesses go to

3D-DRAM and on a 3D-DRAM demand miss, the requested line is filled from DDR DRAM. And

to make room for the requested line, an older line needs to be written back to DDR DRAM (even

if it is not dirty) since there is no other copy of this line in memory. This swapping process is
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required to maximize the available memory capacity. A Line Location Table (LLT) keeps track

of the physical locations of the data lines. For more details please refer to [11].

We use CAMEO model with HBM and PCM (instead DDR DRAM), with a capacity

ratio of 1:16 (HBM:PCM) (as shown in Table 4.1). We evaluate the performance of stand-

alone CAMEO, CAMEO with a simple next-N line prefetching and CAMEO with HBM-resident

prefetching. Results are presented in Section 4.7.3. For CAMEO with HRPB, we simply set aside

a smaller fraction (e.g. 1/16th) of the HBM as HRPB, and rest of the HBM is still employed in

CAMEO model. On a LLC miss, we first check in the HRPB and if not found, we follow default

CAMEO workflow. We prefetch into HRPB only the data which is currently not in HBM. While

prefetching we must keep in mind that HRPB works on 2KB granularity whereas CAMEO works

on 64byte granularity and that CAMEO uses LLT for locating addresses. Thus to prefetch a new

2KB block to HRPB, we must consult LLT to see if any lines of this 2KB block are currently in

PCM and prefetch only those lines into HRPB, and then set the valid bits corresponding to these

lines in the bit vector residing in PBMT (Prefetch buffer Mapping Table). For the remaining lines

of that 2KB block which are already in CAMEO HBM space, the bits are kept as invalid in the

bit vector of PBMT. On an eviction from CAMEO HBM space, if a line’s parent block is already

in HRPB, we then write back the line to both HRPB (and set valid in the bit vector) and PCM

(and update the LLT accordingly to make the HRPB invisible to CAMEO). This allows HRPB to

provide data on a future references to lines evicted by CAMEO.

4.7.2. Alloy Cache with HBM-resident Prefetching

In Alloy cache, as proposed by Qureshi et al., faster 3D-DRAM is employed as a large

LLC to slower conventional DRAM memory [73]. The 3D-DRAM is employed as a direct-mapped

cache with 64 byte line granularity. Here both tag and data are kept together to avoid the

serialization of tag matching and data access. In our implementation we use HBM as Alloy cache

to slower PCM memory. We integrate HRPB with Alloy cache in similar manner as we integrate

HRPB with CAMEO.
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Figure 4.8. Performance comparison of (IPC %) of OC GDC prefetching, HR HB

prefetching, stand-alone CAMEO, and stand-alone Alloy cache over baseline sys-

tem without any prefetching/3D-DRAM-caching/migration

4.7.3. Composite Scheme Performance Analysis

First we evaluate the performances of stand-alone CAMEO and Alloy in our flat-address

memory model and compare them with our OCPB with 2MB size and GDC policy (OC GDC 2MB)

and HRPB with 64MB size and HB policy (HR HB 64MB), as shown in Figure 4.8. In Figures 4.8

and 4.9, left y-axis shows relative IPC performance improvements (%) with respect to the baseline

and right y-axis shows the HBM hit rate (%) and the bars correspond to the left y-axis and the

lines correspond to the right y-axis. Note that, since none of our workload footprints exceed 16

GB, after allocating the entire 1 GB HBM as cache we are still be left with 16 GB of PCM as

main memory and hence we do not have to add any page fault costs. Thus for our workloads we

do not see the larger capacity benefit of CAMEO over Alloy caching.

As shown in Figure 4.8, on average CAMEO degrades IPC performance by 1%, and Alloy

cache improves IPC by 29%. Whereas, on average, our OC GDC improves performance by 19%

and HR HB improves by 34%. Interestingly we see that, even with a small 2MB sized on-chip

buffer, our OC GDC provides better performance than CAMEO for 70% of the workloads and

better performance than Alloy caching for 45% of the workloads. Hence, prefetching is important
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Figure 4.9. (a) IPC improvement (%) of stand-alone CAMEO, CAMEO with N-

line prefetching and CAMEO with HR HB prefetching, (b) IPC improvement (%)

of stand-alone Alloy cache, Alloy cache with N-line prefetching and Alloy cache

with HR HB prefetching over baseline system

in presence of much slower NVM. In case of CAMEO, every HBM miss results in a write back to

PCM, therefore HBM hit rate plays an important role in CAMEO’s performance and generally for

workloads with HBM hit rate under 74% we see performance degradation. Although writes are

not in the critical path of execution, when the write queues are almost full, memory controllers

must prioritize write queues over read queues and hence the overall execution time can be slowed

down. Here, we have used different memory technology and capacity ratios than proposed in the

original CAMEO work [11], and thus due to the high memory pressure in 3D-DRAM and slow

writes of PCM, we observe very little performance improvement for CAMEO. In case of Alloy

cache, only dirty cache lines are written back to PCM, hence Alloy cache with similar HBM hit

rate, provides better performance than CAMEO.

Next, we discuss the performance of CAMEO based composite policies as shown in Fig-

ure 4.9(a). We have seen that on average stand-alone CAMEO degrades IPC performance by 1%,
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whereas CAMEO with next-N-line prefetcher and CAMEO with HR HB improves performance by

3% and 21% respectively. As discussed previously, in case of CAMEO, every HBM miss results in

a write back to PCM, therefore HBM hit rate plays an important role in CAMEO’s performance

and workloads with HBM hit rate under 74% see performance degradation. In case of CAMEO

with next-N-line prefetcher, on each HBM miss, the demand data line along with next N (we

found N=4 to be optimal) lines are fetched into HBM. For 80% of the workloads we see an

increase in HBM hit rate for CAMEO with next-N-line than only CAMEO. Nevertheless, for few

of these workloads we observe performance degradation since bringing more lines (demand and

prefetch) into HBM also causes more write backs to PCM adding to the delay overhead. CAMEO

integrated with HR HB provides better performance improvement on average than the previous

two policies. In case of HR HB, we are essentially making copy of the prefetched blocks in the

HRPB and on eviction we only write back the dirty lines. The composite scheme CAMEO with

HR HB provides slight improvement in HBM hit rate than stand-alone CAMEO (not as much as

CAMEO with next-N-line prefetcher); still this scheme performs better since now there are smaller

number of write backs to slow memory and hence we observe overall performance improvement.

In Figure 4.9(b) we show the performance of Alloy cache based composite policies. On

average stand-alone Alloy cache improves IPC performance by 29%, whereas Alloy cache with

next-N-line (we found N=4 to be the best) prefetcher and Alloy cache with HR HB improves

performance by 40% and 56% respectively. In case of Alloy cache, which is a direct mapped cache,

only dirty cache lines are written back to PCM, hence Alloy cache with similar HBM hit rate as

CAMEO, provides better performance than CAMEO. The performance comparison between of

stand-alone Alloy cache, Alloy cache with next-N-line prefetcher, and Alloy cache with HR HB

policy follows the similar trend as the comparison between different CAMEO policies mentioned

previously.

Interestingly we observe that five of the workloads- milc, gems, bwav, xsb, and mini exhibit

performance degradation both with CAMEO migration and Alloy caching with HBM hit rate lower

than 50%. This indicates that the direct mapped nature of HBM memory/cache is not suitable

for these benchmarks. However for these benchmarks, we at least observe some performance
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improvement with HBM-resident prefetching which is much smaller in size but 4-way associative

and also leverage higher spatial locality. Hence we conclude that mixing different optimization

techniques together may improve the overall performance and for future heterogeneous systems

we must explore such combinations.

4.8. Discussions

Scalability: Our prefetching schemes are driven by CPU’s memory demand, not system

memory capacity. If there are many more cores in a single system then it is likely that there will

be groups (sockets or tiles) with smaller number of cores with their own slice of LLC. We envision

that each such group will have its own prefetch buffer portion in HBM (e.g., 64MB HRPB) and

the associated tag array ( 400KB SRAM storage) kept on-chip with each such group. Hence, we

propose to scale HRPB size to scale similarly to LLC size as they both are related to the working

set sizes of all of the cores. In such case, the prefetch buffer metadata structures should still be

a small fraction of the LLC’s size (i.e., it is still a tiny fraction of the on-chip SRAM).

Address Remapping: With PBMT we are just putting another level of redirection for

physical addresses. Generally, data migration performed by OS, due to memory mapping changes,

relies on the CPU’s load-store interface and the cache hierarchy for moving pages. OS will issue

loads/stores for the target and source page frames and all of these will be visible to and go via

the PBMT for correctness and consistency. For example, assume that a physical page frame A’s

content in PCM has been buffered in HBM frame B. If OS migrates frame A’s content into a

new frame C, then the migration will perform a sequence of load instructions that will be seen

by the PBMT and the correct data from frame B will be copied.

4.9. Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that a simple processor-resident prefetching that is specially aware of the

slow NVM in flat-address heterogeneous memory is beneficial. It is interesting to note that, even

with a small sized on-chip buffer, our processor-resident prefetching provides better performance

than state-of-the-art data migration and caching techniques for several workloads included in
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our study. We feel that it is important to understand that in presence of much slower NVM in

heterogeneous memory, we must prefetch to obtain performance improvements.

We also have studied a novel 3D-DRAM resident hardware based prefetching mechanism

for heterogeneous flat-address-memory system comprising of fast 3D-DRAM (viz., HBM) and

slow NVM (viz., PCM). The idea here is to prefetch from slow memory and keep the prefetched

data in fast memory resident buffers. We have evaluated three different prefetching policies

and shown that they perform better over no-prefetching. In presence of slow NVM, 3D-DRAM-

resident prefetching shows performance improvements over state-of-the-art data migration and

caching techniques proposed for heterogeneous memory systems. However, these migration and

caching techniques were not particularly tailored for HMA involving NVMs, hence we also rec-

ommend that for such systems we must have specialized migration and caching techniques. We

also have designed combined schemes by augmenting our prefetching techniques with data mi-

gration and caching policies and shown that such schemes improved performance over the native

migration/caching policies.

It has been shown that for heterogeneous memory systems involving NVM, which generally

comes with write-related limitations, such prefetching reduces the number of writes to NVM,

which is also beneficial in addition to fetching data ahead into fast memory. Also, the 3D-

DRAM-resident prefetch buffer can be employed as a staging area to take final migration decision

of the page to the faster memory. Hence we believe this research opens new opportunities

involving prefetching in the context of heterogeneous memory.
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CHAPTER 5

EPOCH-BASED PAGE MIGRATION FOR FLAT-ADDRESS MEMORIES

Today’s large-scale computing systems require main-memory systems providing high-

performance and large capacities while being energy efficient. In Chapter 2 we have discussed

a number of recent studies which advocate a solution where different memory technologies are

combined together into a heterogeneous main-memory system. Flat-address-space memories are

organized as a single (flat) physical address space with two or more types of memory devices, with

no replicated data. In such organizations placement and migration (or swapping) of pages across

different memory devices with differing latencies and bandwidths requires very careful analysis.

Generally, number of accesses to a page, sometimes called“hotness” of a page, has been used as

a migration indicator [75, 55]. Our analyses show that for some workloads, static page placement

with no page migration outperforms policies that consider only page access counts in deciding

which pages to migrate. Additionally, such simple migration policies may prove to be inefficient

for flat-address memory systems when much slower NVM is included.

In this chapter, we present and evaluate several policies for migration of physical pages

across multiple memory technologies within a single flat-address-space1. We study migration

policies for two level (3D-DRAM + DDR4 and 3D-DRAM + PCM) and three level (3D-DRAM

+ DDR4 + PCM) memory systems. We present both performance improvements and energy

savings for our policies. We use both single and multi-programmed workloads drawn from SPEC

2006. More specifically:

• We propose and evaluate intelligent page migration policies which take into account

the post-migration usage of pages as well as the relative differences in the latencies and

bandwidths of the memory devices in determining which pages should be migrated. We

show that these policies result in performance gains and reduce energy consumed by

applications.

1This chapter has been reproduced from a technical report ”A Study of Page Placement and Migration in
Heterogeneous Flat-Addressable Memories” by M. Islam, M. Scrbak and K. Kavi and can be found at https:

//csrl.cse.unt.edu/kavi/Research/scrbak-16.pdf.
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• We catalog the key sources of overhead associated with page migration. We propose

and evaluate policies which place a limit on the total number of pages transferred at

each epoch to balance the page migration overheads against performance gains.

• We compare our policies with the Hot Page Policy published in [55], as well as to a

heterogeneous memory system that does not migrate pages. In addition, we compare

our results to systems with sufficiently large 3D-DRAM-only and DDR4-only memories.

In summary, compared to previous study, we observe average speedups of 2.7% and energy

savings of 55% for 3D-DRAM + DDR4; average speedups of 10% and energy savings of 58% for

3D-DRAM + PCM, and average speedups of 8.5% and energy savings of 50% for 3D-DRAM +

DDR4 + PCM.

5.1. Flat-address Memory Model

In our study we explore heterogeneous memory systems where the OS-visible physical

address space spans different memory devices. We evaluate three different configurations of

heterogeneous memory, namely 3D-DRAM + DDR4, 3D-DRAM + PCM and 3D-DRAM + DDR4

+ PCM. Meswani et al. have explored migration policies at a page granularity in Heterogeneous

Memory Architecture in a mixed Hardware/Software approach (HMA-HS) which employs 3D-

DRAM + DDR4 DRAM as flat-address memory [55]. As our baseline we consider the HMA-HS

system [55] and we also use the same set of preliminary assumptions. We assume that program

execution is divided into fixed intervals or epochs of 0.1 seconds (100 milliseconds). The number

of accesses to a page (i.e. number of LLC misses) is recorded per epoch by hardware and stored in

page table entries (PTEs). The memory reference count serves as an indicator of how frequently

each page is accessed in a given epoch, and if the count exceeds a threshold (say 32 accesses)

the page is considered “hot”. In the Hot Page Policy [55], after each epoch, hot pages are sorted

(if necessary) based on their access counts, and top hot pages (based on available space in the

3D-DRAM) are migrated from DDR4 to 3D-DRAM. Our intention is not to show the benefits of

PCM (when used as part of main memory) in reducing the number of hard page-faults, but rather

to study the performance improvement achieved when PCMs are used as part of a multilevel main
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memory system. Therefore, we assume that the total capacity of a multilevel system is sufficient

to contain the memory footprints of the benchmarks studied.

5.2. Challenges in Page Migration

To improve access latencies of flat-address heterogeneous memories, it may be beneficial

to migrate heavily accessed hot pages to faster memories such as the 3D-DRAM. The transfer

incurs overhead both in terms of execution time and energy. The key challenge is to identify

which pages should be migrated to the faster memory. The policy should try to minimize the

migration overheads (both in terms of time and energy) and maximize applications’ performance.

That is the focus of our research presented here.

Tracking page usage. To determine which pages are hot, we count the number of

access to pages (resulting from misses in LLC) over a given interval (or epoch). A threshold on

the number of accesses is used to categorize pages as hot or cold. In [55] the threshold is set to

32 for a two-memory system with 3D-DRAM + DDR4. The access counts are associated with

pages and may be stored with PTEs, as proposed in [55, 68].

Page migration mechanism and overheads. In current implementations of memory

systems, the migration of a page also changes its physical address, requiring changes to TLB and

possibly invalidating cache memory entries (since they are physically tagged). Another issue to

consider is the actual migration mechanism (how the pages are swapped/migrated). Approaches

include using a separate DMA channel, or using the CPU (by executing kernel code) to read and

write data of the page being migrated [16]. In the latter case, the entire cache hierarchy may

be impacted, while in the former case, only the data from the swapped pages will be affected.

To migrate a page, data needs to be read from one memory device and written to another,

which causes energy consumption for the migration itself. The total time it takes to migrate the

pages will be bound by the lower available bandwidth, while the energy consumption will depend

on the total number of pages migrated and the access energy of the memories in the system.

Additional overheads such as interrupt times, TLB shootdown, OS memory management, etc.

also contribute to the total execution time.

Post-migration usage of pages. Another issue that affects the performance of any
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page migration policy is the post-migration usage of the pages. A page may become cold (not

heavily accessed) soon after being migrated to a faster memory. The result is that the cost of

page migration can not be amortized by the benefits of faster memory accesses. We will see

that for some multi-programmed workloads this is the case, since many migrated pages soon

become cold. Thus, a more intelligent placement policy in needed which takes into account the

probability of the transferred page remaining hot.

Page usage versus device latencies. While transferring pages from high latency, low

bandwidth memory (such as PCM), the time it takes to migrate a page can be high. Using a

fixed hotness threshold, e.g. 32 accesses for classifying a page being hot will not be sufficient to

hide the migration overhead. It is necessary to take into account the relative differences in the

latencies and bandwidths of the memory devices, particularly when the differences are large. For

example, it may not be worthwhile transferring a page from a slower memory to a faster memory

unless the number of accesses to the hot page in the slower memory is two times greater than

that of a page being displaced from the faster memory.

Limiting the number of pages migrated per epoch. The page transfer overheads

may outweigh the benefits of migration when very large number of pages are transferred at each

epoch, particularly in terms of energy overheads. Our studies have shown that in some cases the

energy due to page transfers may account for nearly 50% of the total energy consumed by an

application (see Section 5.5.1). Therefore, the number of pages migrated at each epoch should

be limited to balance the migration overhead against performance benefits.

5.3. Our Page Migration Policies

5.3.1. Baseline Page Migration Policies

First we discuss the policies we used in our evaluations as baselines.

No Transfer policy (NT). We use this policy as our baseline. This policy assumes

that the heterogeneous memory is populated linearly, starting with faster memory and moving to

slower memories once the capacity of the faster memory is exceeded. Once assigned pages are

not migrated across the devices. Our analyses show that for some benchmarks, the performance

is better when pages are statically allocated to the memory devices, and pages are not migrated,
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when compared to the “Hot Page” policy described below. Some SPEC2006 benchmarks tend

to access mostly memory pages that were allocated earlier in the program execution and, less

frequently, those pages allocated later in the execution. In such cases, it is likely that heavily

accessed pages are going to be assigned to faster memories and less frequently accessed pages to

slower memories, thus migration of pages is not required. Moreover, static analyses can be used

to identify heavily accessed pages so that they can be statically allocated in faster memories.

Hot Page policy (HP). The Hot Page policy was reported in previous HMA-HS study [55].

Here any page with more accesses than the defined threshold in a single epoch is considered hot.

The threshold is set to 32 accesses in the HMA-HS study after a sensitivity analysis. The hot

pages are sorted based solely on the access counts and the top N hot pages are transferred to the

fastest memory (3D-DRAM), where N is the total number of physical frames in the 3D-DRAM.

5.3.2. New Page Migration Policies

Next we present our proposed page migration policies and several optimization on them:

Priority policy (PR). We propose this policy to minimize the impact of migrating pages

which are not likely to remain hot after the migration. We need to acquire information about a

page after migration; that is, will the page remain hot in the epoch(s) following the migration.

This information can be used when considering a page for migration at a later time. We use a

“moved” bit to see if a page was migrated in the previous epoch. Two additional bits are used

to keep a count of the number of times a page remained hot after previous migrations. The

count is incremented if the moved bit is set and the page is hot in the current epoch. This

implies that the migration was useful since the page remained hot after its migration. The count

is decremented if the moved bit is set and the page is not hot in the current epoch. The count

ranges between 0-3, where 0 indicates that the page is not likely to be hot after migration and 3

indicates that the page is very likely going to remain hot after migration. This count is used to

prioritize hot pages selected for migration (hence the name Priority). Our results show that this

policy performs better than the HP policy that relies only hotness counts. The moved bit and

2-bit count can be kept with PTEs or in a separate data structure associated with pages.

Priority+ policy (PR+). This policy sets different hotness thresholds for different
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memories. The thresholds depend on how many accesses to a page are needed to hide the

migration overheads. This policy takes into account the relative differences in latencies and

bandwidths of the devices involved and scales the hotness threshold for pages residing in different

memories. On top of the PR policy, we also consider the overhead of page migration, which

differs for different memory configurations, and we calculate the number of accesses to that

page needed to cover the overhead. For example, a page which is considered for migration

from PCM may need 80 accesses to hide the migration overhead, whereas a page migrated from

DDR4 may need only 20 accesses. Therefore, the policy enforces different hotness thresholds for

different devices (and not a fixed value of 32 as in the Hot Page policy). A page is considered

hot only if it exceeds the threshold set for the device where the page is currently located. The

hotness thresholds can be set at system boot time. Table 5.1 shows example values for thresholds.

NV 1x-NV 4x means different NVMs with different read/write latencies and bandwidths relative

to those of DDR’s. These are the different configurations of NVMs analyzed in our study (more

detail in Section 5.5.3). The thresholds correspond to the number of accesses needed to hide the

migration overhead which primarily depends on the memory parameters (latency and bandwidth).

5.3.2.1. Limit Number of Pages Migrated

Hard limit on the number of pages migrated. Selecting an appropriate subset of all

hot pages for transfer minimizes the overheads and reduces energy consumed by the application.

We can use a fixed limit on the number of pages migrated per epoch instead of allowing as many

Memory Type NV 1x NV 2x NV 4x

Latency (ns) 60 120 240

R BW (GB/s) 12.8 6.4 3.2

W BW (GB/s) 3.2 1.6 0.8

Accesses 80 40 32

Table 5.1. Priority+ policy sets different hotness thresholds for different memory

devices
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pages (based on the underlying PR or PR+ policy) as the capacity of 3D-DRAM to migrate at

each epoch. This improves scalability, especially from the energy point of view, because the total

number of pages which can be migrated per epoch does not change with the 3D-DRAM size.

We choose to place a hard limit of 1024 pages migrated per epoch after performing a sensitivity

analysis. Details are described in Section 5.5.

TLB migration limit. Unlike the previous case, we limit the hot pages transferred to only

those pages that currently have valid TLB entries (and also satisfy our priority criteria regarding

their future usefulness). We feel that this further improves the effectiveness of migration policies

because pages with valid TLB entries indicate their recency of access. In this study, we assume a

per-core TLB with 512 entries for a total of 2048 entries in a 4-core system. Since each transfer

involves 2 pages (one page moving to 3D-DRAM, displacing a 3D-DRAM page), we may transfer

at most 4096 pages at each epoch. Our experiments show that in most cases, only 1000 pages

are transferred at each epoch using this policy.

5.3.3. Locking LLC Lines

Hot pages are frequently accessed in the main memory because they are evicted from the

cache hierarchy. We can reduce the total number of memory accesses to these pages, and also

improve their access latency, by locking the data from hot pages in LLC. This may potentially

improve the total execution time because the number of memory references will be reduced.

Further, it may not be necessary to transfer pages from slower memories if their data is locked in

the LLC. However, the locking of cache lines may cause conflicts for the unlocked lines, increasing

cache misses for other pages (potentially making them hot in future epochs). We explore this

option as an additional improvement to the placement policies outlined above as well as an

alternative to page migration.

5.4. Methodology

We ran our experiments using multicore trace-driven cache simulator Moola [79], on top

of which we developed a heterogeneous flat-address memory module to simulate accesses to the

main memory. We describe our experimental setup in more detail here.
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5.4.1. Trace Generation

Benchmark Memory Footprint (MB)

bwaves 930

omnetpp 162

cactusADM 628

soplex 522

gcc 64

xalancbmk 116

GemsFDTD 831

zeusmp 504

lbm 412

mcf 1679

libquantum 98

milc 569

Multiprogrammed Workload Memory Footprint (MB)

SMALL (2xgcc, 2xlibq) 317

MEDIUM (omnetpp, xalanc, 433

gcc, libquantum)

LARGE (lbm, milc, 2001

soplex, zeusmp)

VERY LARGE (mcf, bwaves, 4062

GemsFDTD, cactusADM)

Table 5.2. Benchmarks and memory footprint

We generated execution traces from a server with two Intel Xeon-E2640 processors and

32GB of physical memory. We used the Pin tool [67] to generate the execution traces. We

collected traces for 12 SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks [82], where 6 benchmarks are capacity limited
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Memory Standard Access latency Access Energy Bandwidth

3D-DRAM 40 ns 8.5 pj/bit 160 GB/s

DDR4-DRAM 60 ns 35 pj/bit 25.6 GB/s

PCM Read 1x DDR 1.2x DDR 1/2x DDR

(NV 1x)

PCM Write 4x DDR 4x DDR 1/8x DDR

(NV 1x)

Table 5.3. Memory performance and energy parameters

Per page cache flush time 4 µs

Whole cache flush time 550 µs

TLB shootdown time 4 µs

Memory transfer time First block access latency +

per page transfer time limited by

the lower BW memory

Energy We calculated per block access

energy for each read and write

Table 5.4. Page migration overheads

and 6 are latency limited [11]. We simulated single and multiprogrammed workloads. Table 5.2

shows the benchmarks and multiprogrammed mixes used in our evaluations.

5.4.2. Memory System Simulator

We developed a heterogeneous memory system simulator on top of Moola [79], which is

an open-source multicore cache simulator. We chose this tool because it was easy to configure

for our needs. We assume a 4-core CPU with a 2GHz clock and a typical 3-level cache hierarchy.

Each core has private 32KB L1-I, L1-D, 256KB L2 caches, and a shared 8MB LLC. The mem-

ory simulator models a heterogeneous single flat-address-space physical memory with different
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memory devices; the latency, energy and bandwidth parameters of the different decides are listed

in Table 5.3.

We set the hotness threshold to 32 accesses during an epoch (unless changed by the

Priority+ policy) where he epoch is set to 0.1s. We use traditional page size, i.e., 4KB. We

assume that our memory is sufficient to contain the entire footprint of applications (and avoid

page faults or access to secondary storage). Since the memory footprints of the benchmarks vary,

specifically for multiprogrammed benchmarks (see Table 5.2), we scale the total memory capacity

to fit the needs of the benchmarks. We scale the memory sizes depending on the total memory

footprints such that all benchmarks exert pressure on all memory devices (i.e, 3D-DRAM, DDR4

and PCM). For a two-level memory system we assume a 1:4 ratio for the capacities of the faster

and slower memories (3D-DRAM + DDR4 or 3D-DRAM + PCM), and for a three-level system

we assume a 1:4:8 ratio for capacities of the memory devices (3D-DRAM + DDR + PCM).

For our simulation purposes we used the memory parameters listed in Table 5.3 and Ta-

ble 5.4. We calculate the energy consumed using the statistics gathered from the simulation and

the parameters listed in Table 5.3. We use 3D-DRAM parameters from [11, 91, 13, 92, 71],

DDR4 parameters from [74, 8] and PCM (NV 1x) parameters from [65]. We use PCM as a

representative NVM device. We vary the access latencies of PCM relative to DDR4 latencies. In

our NV 1x configuration PCM read access latency is 1x and write latency is 4x that of DDR4.

We also assume that for the NV 1x configuration, PCM read bandwidth is two times lower than

that of DDR4 and PCM write bandwidth is eight times lower than that of a DDR4 [65]. We also

evaluated other configurations: NV 2x, NV 4x, where the PCM (read) latencies are 2, and 4 times

slower than that of a DDR4, and the write latencies and bandwidth are adjusted proportionately.

We take this approach partly because published literature differs in assumptions regarding PCM

latencies [41, 90, 65] and to represent other types of NVMs. For the purpose of this study, we

linearly scale down PCM bandwidths when using higher latencies, but we also assume that writes

will be buffered and do not cause delays in the critical path of execution, unless limited by the

write bandwidth.
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5.4.3. Estimating System Overheads

Table 5.4 shows the overheads used for page migration in our experiments. The time

taken to flush a page from the cache hierarchy was estimated by measuring the total time it takes

to flush a cache line from the cache hierarchy by executing a CLFLUSH x86 instruction for each

of the 64 cache lines (for a 4KB page). The overhead for flushing the entire cache is estimated

by executing a WBINVD x86 instruction. Since the measured time includes only the time it takes

to write back and invalidate the internal caches (approximately 250 µs), we add additional time

needed for write-backs from LLC to main memory. In the worst-case the entire 8MB of LLC

needs to be written back to main memory. We estimated 300µs for writing back to DDR4, thus

the total for the entire cache flush is estimated at 550µs. If the write back from LLC is to some

other memory device (3D-DRAM or PCM), we use appropriate write-back overheads.

5.5. Experiments and Results

In this section, we analyze the performance and energy impact of the different page

migration policies (described in Section 5.3) for different memory configurations. Below we

summarize the policies and the labels we use in our figures.

• No Transfer (NT). Pages are not migrated during program execution. We use this

policy as the baseline for comparisons.

• Hot Page (HP). Pages which reach a certain number of accesses (threshold) are

migrated [55].

• Priority (PR). Priority policy without any limits on the number of pages migrated.

• Priority with 1K or TLB limit (PR 1K, PR TLB). Here we evaluate the Priority

policy with a limit on the number of pages migrated at each epoch. We decide on the

hard limit for the total number of pages transferred after performing a sensitivity analysis

when varying the migration limit. We evaluated limits from 256 pages to 16K pages

transferred at each epoch. Figure 5.1 shows the sensitivity analysis for the hard limit on

number of pages transferred. For all memory configurations a fixed limit of 1024 per

epoch results in the best performance. This also reduces the energy consumption. A
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lower limit (512 pages per epoch) will reduce performance without a significant decrease

in energy consumption. This is because we reduce the energy during migration and

increase the energy consumption during regular program execution.

• Priority+ with 1K or TLB limit (PR+ 1K, PR+ TLB). We evaluate the Priority+

policy with 1K limit and TLB limit. Here the hotness threshold is varied based on the

device where the page currently resides.

• Locking LLC Lines. We evaluate this policy as an additional improvement to the

placement policies outlined above as well as an alternative to page migration.

To analyze the source of improvements of the page migration policies we discuss two

important aspects- data access and data movement, where the former behavior reflects the result

of the later process.
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Figure 5.1. Page migration limit sensitivity analysis for 3D+PCM memory system.

1024 pages/epoch gives the best performance while also minimizes energy costs

during migration. For all other memory configurations a hard limit of 1K pages

transferred per epoch proved to be the best option as well.

Improved memory accesses. One of the goals of a page migration policy is to maximize

the number of accesses to the fastest memory (3D-DRAM) and minimize the number of accesses

to slower memories (DDR4, PCM) to improve the overall memory access latency. Figures 5.2
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Figure 5.2. Total memory traffic in GB for a 3-level memory system composed of

3D-DRAM + DDR4 + PCM. The total traffic is averaged across the multipro-

grammed workloads for each of the policies.
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Figure 5.3. Total memory traffic in GB for a 2-level memory system composed

of 3D-DRAM + PCM. The total traffic is averaged across the multiprogrammed

workloads for each of the policies.

to 5.4 show the total traffic (in GB) to fast and slower memories for the different memory

configurations. The traffic is averaged across all benchmarks for a given memory configuration.
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Figure 5.4. Total memory traffic in GB for a 2-level memory system composed of

3D-DRAM + DDR4. The total traffic is averaged across the multiprogrammed

workloads for each of the policies. Here priority and priority+ behave exactly the

same because there is no threshold scaling for DDR4.
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number of pages transferred goes down by an order of magnitude in most cases

which translates to huge energy savings.
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Note that our policies result in more accesses to the fast (3D-DRAM) memory and fewer accesses

to the slower memory when compared to the HP and NT policies: this in turn results in higher

performance. Figure 5.2 shows the memory traffic for a 3D+DDR4+PCM configuration. We

observe that our PR 1K policy results in 3.5 times more accesses to the fast memory when

compared to NT (baseline) and 17% more accesses when compared to HP. Our PR 1K policy

also reduces accesses to the slowest memory (PCM in this case) by 23% when compared to NT

and 7% when compared to HP. Interestingly, although PR+ TLB also transfers only approximately

1K pages per epoch and has better information about the memory system than the priority based

policy, it does not outperform PR. This is because the higher hotness thresholds in the PR+ policy

prohibit the pages residing in PCM to become hot and migrate them to 3D-DRAM. Figure 5.3

shows memory traffic for the two-level 3D+PCM configuration. The PR 1K policy behaves best

in this case as well. We see 3.2 times more traffic to 3D-DRAM when compared to NT and 15%

more when compared to HP. We also observe 57% less traffic to PCM when compared to NT,

and 20% less when compared to HP. This is important because more access to 3D-DRAM leads

to faster execution times. Although on average PR+ 1K and PR+ TLB experience less favorable

traffic patterns in some cases (as we will describe in the following section) they provide better

performance because they minimize the transfer overheads. Figure 5.4 shows the memory traffic

for a two-level 3D-DRAM+DDR4 configuration. The results are similar to the configuration with

3D-DRAM+PCM because of the timing parameters we used for the optimal PCM (read latencies

comparable to DDR4). We see 3.2 times more traffic to 3D-DRAM when compared to NT and

15% compared to HP for our PR 1K and PR+ 1K (this is because the hotness threshold for

DDR4 is fixed at 32). Memory traffic to DDR4 is reduced 57% when compared to NT and 25%

compared to HP.

Number of pages transferred. Another key characteristic of a migration policy is the

total number of pages migrated during a program execution. The fewer pages we transfer, the

higher the energy savings (and also overhead time savings). However, if we do not transfer as

many useful pages as possible, we may lose some potential performance gains. Figure 5.5 shows

the total number of pages transferred (during entire program execution) for the benchmarks in
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Figure 5.6. Speedup over NT for multiprogrammed workloads in a

3D+DDR4+PCM system.

our experiments. It can be seen that our fixed limit policies transfer an order of magnitude fewer

(10 times fewer) pages when compared to the HP policy, leading to reduced overheads which

translates to improved performance and large energy savings.

5.5.1. Performance and Energy

3D-DRAM + DDR4 + PCM. Here we report results for a flat-address-space memory

system that uses 3D-DRAM, DDR4 and PCM together as main memory. As stated previously,

we vary the capacities of these devices based on applications’ memory requirements and use a

1:4:8 ratio for the capacities of the three memory devices. It is important to notice that NT (No

Transfer) always compares better than the system with sufficiently large DDR4 memory even with

just small amounts of 3D-DRAM in the memory system. Therefore, it is important to compare

the policies against the NT policy and not just against DDR4 only, because any system with even

very small amounts of 3D-DRAM would outperform the system with only DDR4, even without

any migration policies.

In the figures, the positive y-axis shows the percentage of energy savings and the negative
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Figure 5.7. Energy savings over NT for multiprogrammed workloads in a

3D+DDR4+PCM system.

y-axis shows the percentage of excess energy spent as compared to the baseline system. Figure 5.6

shows the speedup over NT policy for multiprogrammed workloads. For small and medium

workloads, the benchmarks are mostly latency bound so we observe performance improvement

over NT policy. For large and very large workloads, which are mostly capacity bound, we can

see that the HP policy behaves worse than NT. Our PR 1K and PR+ 1K policies perform better

than NT. On average, the workloads come within 30% of the performance exhibited by the 3D-

DRAM-only system: it should be noted that 3D-DRAM only system provides an upper bound on

performance since the entire memory consists of only fast memory device. Figure 5.7 shows the

energy savings over NT policy. We can see that HP always consumes more energy than NT, while

priority based policies with page migration limits show energy savings over both policies. The

energy consumption is much higher for larger workloads because of the large number of pages

being migrated during the lifetime of program execution. On average, NT policy is 2.5% faster

than the HP policy and consumes 60% less energy. Our PR 1K limit policy on average shows

8.5% speedup compared to HP and 6% compared to NT, and consumes 50% less energy than HP
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and 15% less energy than NT. DDR4-only system consumes less energy than the heterogeneous

system because of the high write access energy of PCMs (in our case 4x that of DDR4). This

could be minimized with optimizations such as having DDR as a buffer for PCM writes and not

as part of the addressable physical memory [74, 48].
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Figure 5.8. Speedup over NT for multiprogrammed workloads in a 3D+PCM system.
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Figure 5.9. Energy savings over NT for multiprogrammed workloads in a 3D+PCM

system.
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3D-DRAM + PCM. Here we evaluate flat-address-space memory system that uses 3D-

DRAM and PCM. Figure 5.8 shows the relative speedup for our policies compared to NT. Fig-

ure 5.9 shows the energy savings. On average, the NT policy is 1% slower than HP, but it

consumes 40% less energy. When compared to HP, larger workloads with PR 1K policy exhibits

significant performance improvements, up to 15% (large) and 2x energy reduction (large and very

large). The PR+ 1K policy performs best for the smaller workloads where it can select the best

pages to migrate. Once the pressure on the memory system increases, the policy fails to deliver

good performance because it misses opportunities to move the useful pages due to an increased

hotness threshold for PCM.

3D-DRAM + DDR4. Figure 5.10 shows the relative speedup for the policies compared

to NT. Figure 5.11 shows the energy savings. On average, the NT policy is 9% slower than

the HP policy, but consumes 33% less energy. On the other hand, on average, our best policy

that uses priority and limits the number of pages transferred to 1K (PR 1K) requires 2.7% less

execution time and consumes 55% less energy when compared to the HP policy. Compared to

the NT policy, on average, our PR 1K policy achieves 11.8% speedup and consumes 35% less

energy.
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Figure 5.10. Speedup over NT for multiprogrammed workloads in a 3D+DDR4 system.

For the two level system with 3D-DRAM + DDR4, the HP policy, on average, performs
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Figure 5.11. Energy savings over NT for multiprogrammed workloads in a

3D+DDR4 system.

better than the NT policy (in terms of execution). However, in some cases the NT policy performs

better than the HP policy by a small amount (large workload). This is due to the fact that the

HP policy transfers a large number of pages and therefore incurs excessive overhead, outweighing

the performance gains from transferring pages to faster memory (particularly for large and very

large workloads). The NT policy always consumes less energy than the HP policy because there

is no energy wasted for page migration. This applies to any page migration policy that does

not balance the number of pages transferred relative to the energy overheads versus improved

performance due to transfers. The policies that limit the number of pages transferred at each

epoch perform better than the NT policy, because the overhead due to transfers is outweighed

by improved performance.

5.5.2. Migration Overhead Analysis

Total execution time vs. Overhead times. For our optimal policies (Priority and

Priority+) the total overhead time is relatively small compared to total execution time (0.5%-3%

of total execution time). The HP policy incurs as much as 12% of the total execution times as

overhead and thus our policies are significantly better than the HP policy. The majority of the
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Figure 5.12. User application energy vs. migration overhead energy averaged

across all benchmarks for the 3 different memory systems
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Figure 5.13. Sensitivity analysis for slower NVMs.

overhead is due to the page migration itself and only a small fraction of total time overhead is due

to cache flushing (less than 10% of total overhead time). The minimal overhead time shown by

our proposed policies raises questions about whether it is worth overlapping the page migration

with regular program execution.

User Application Energy vs. Migration Overhead Energy. Figure 5.12 shows the
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energy consumed by the application and migration overhead energy averaged across all bench-

marks for the three different memory systems. Our optimal policies like PR 1K, PR+ 1K reduces

user energy consumption by 30% on average over NT policy energy and 2-3% on average over HP

policy. For our optimal policies the reduction in overhead energy is on average 90% as compared

to the HP policy. This is especially true for systems with PCM as part of main memory because

PCM consumes high write energy per-bit since, for the policies with a page migration limit, we

write less frequently to PCM during page migration.

5.5.3. Other Results

Slower NVMs. Figure 5.13 shows heterogeneous systems with slower non-volatile mem-

ories that are two times (NV 2x) and four times (NV 4x) slower than DDR4. For NV 2x, we

see no real advantage of keeping DDR4 in the memory system since the non-volatile memories

are only two times slower. However, when using much slower NVMs (4x or more), DDR4 can

be beneficial in a heterogeneous system. As the latencies of PCMs improve, we may rely on

3D-DRAM and PCMs only.

Locking LLC lines. Locking LLC lines did not show any performance or energy improve-

ment for all of the policies. On average we get performance degradation of 2% and energy losses

of 5% as compared to the cases without locking. Also, NT with locking LLC lines did not show

improvement which leads us to conclude that it is not worth using this policy as an alternative

to page migration.

5.6. Conclusion

The capacities of main memories needed by HPC and emerging applications are increasing

exponentially. Such large capacities cannot be satisfied solely by DDR4 memories while meeting

latency and energy budgets. Thus there is an interest in heterogeneous memory systems that

are built using multiple memory technologies with varying latencies, bandwidths and power re-

quirements. The heterogeneous memory presents a single flat physical address space and not a

hierarchical memory system. Yet it may be beneficial to migrate pages to faster memories to im-

prove execution performance. However, page migration incurs execution and energy overheads. In
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our work we evaluated several different page migration policies that carefully trade-off migration

overheads against performance gains. Our results show that it is important to choose pages for

migration carefully, using a number of different criterion such as hotness, recency, and usefulness

and it is also important to limit the number of pages migrated to find a better trade-off between

migration overhead and benefit. It is important to mention that even our basic Priority policy

that does not impose any limit on the number of pages transferred, performs better than the Hot

Page policy in all cases, which indicates our basic policy itself is able to select more appropriate

pages. We also observe that the knowledge about an application’s page access behavior can be

used to statically place pages and eliminate the need for page migration. In addition, we conclude

that locking LLC lines is not a viable alternative to page migration.
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CHAPTER 6

ON-THE-FLY PAGE MIGRATION FOR FLAT-ADDRESS MEMORIES

In this chapter, we investigate a flat-address memory system involving fast 3D-DRAM

(viz., High Bandwidth Memory - HBM) and slow NVM (viz., Phase Change Memory - PCM).

The main challenges for such a memory system are to ensure placement of frequently accessed

data in fast memory to improve overall performance and the management of information needed

to keep track of page movement with minimal interruptions to user applications.

Most flat-address memory studies have relied on counting accesses to pages and migrating

heavily accessed “hot” pages from slow to fast memory. Unlike approaches that rely on epochs (or

fixed execution windows) to track page access counts to determine which hot pages to migrate,

we migrate pages as soon as they become hot when they receive a certain number of accesses

(hotness threshold). We show that our “On-the-fly” migration performs better than epoch-based

page migration techniques since we migrate recent hot pages. This is inline with the observations

made by [70] that migrating recently accessed hot pages results in better performance than

migrating the “hottest” pages with accesses accrued over a longer period. Since in our approach,

migration can take place any time, it is important to ensure that it does not require halting user

program execution. We devise a migration technique that takes place in the background with

the help of a specialized Migration Controller (MigC) hardware that it is transparent to the user

program.

Because page migration changes physical addresses of migrated pages, we need to reflect

the new physical addresses of those pages consistently throughout the system. This requires

updating PTEs with new physical addresses, invalidating old TLB entries (TLB shootdown), and

flushing caches with old physical tags. We refer to this process of updating physical addresses

as “address reconciliation” (AR). Usually these operations are performed by OS interrupting user

application [61]. OS based AR may be acceptable in epoch-based techniques [55] since the

overhead is amortized across several pages migrated at the end of an epoch, but not for on-

the-fly migration since we migrate one page at a time. TLB shootdown is the primary source of
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performance bottleneck due to the inter-process interrupt (IPI) based mechanism used to perform

the invalidations in different cores [76, 85, 4]. It may take as much as 13µs in a 32-core AMD

system running Linux OS [55]. Also, flushing a page may take up to 4µs when each cache line

is flushed with CLFLUSH x86 instruction. To minimize the impact of address reconciliation we

rely on an additional remapping table, that contains new physical address of a page after page

migration so that older physical address (as seen by the OS) need not be modified in PTEs and

the remapping table is consulted on every memory access. However, the table can grow very

large since it must contain an entry for every migrated page. For example, in a 9GB memory

system the remap table may require ∼11MB of storage [70]. Some researchers [80, 11, 70]

proposed to keep the remap table inside main memory and use a separate on-chip cache for

some entries. This introduces an extra memory access on remap cache miss and may degrade

performance. This also reduces the available capacity of the smaller and faster memory in the

system, since remap table is placed in faster memory. In our study, we investigate the use of a

smaller remap table by periodically evicting the table entries. Instead of relying completely on

OS to perform AR for the evicted entries, as done in [75], we propose a hardware-based AR,

where the MigC hardware initiates TLB shootdown and cache flushing without explicitly stopping

the user program. We employ shared directory-based TLB structure and necessary hardware to

perform TLB invalidations [85]. The MigC also works as a pseudo-processor connected to the

cache coherency network of the system and sends “write-invalidation” messages for each cache

line of the migrated pages so that other caches perform necessary cache line invalidation and

write-back to memory if the line is dirty. Thus, cache flushing can be performed without OS

intervention.

In our study, we propose an efficient on-the-fly technique with the help of a migration

controller that enables migration of pages while reconciling address for different pages in a cycle-

interleaving fashion, obviating the need to perform these processes in separate phases. Such

ability to perform on-the-fly migration of new pages and address reconciliation of older migrated

pages simultaneously is a unique contribution to this field. For a set of SPEC CPU2006 workloads,

our on-the-fly migration with hardware-based AR technique results on average in 74% instruction
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per cycle (IPC) improvement over a baseline system without any page migration. It also showed

24% improvement when the baseline performs only on-the-fly page migration but employs OS

for address reconciliation. Our proposed technique also outperforms state-of-the-art page migra-

tion techniques- one that performs AR in a hardware/software mixed approach as proposed by

Meswani et al. [55], by 29% and other one which completely relies on very large remap tables for

address remapping as proposed by Prodromou et al. [70] by 13%.

The key contributions of this portion of the dissertation are:

(1) User transparent on-the-fly migration of pages in a flat-address memory (Section 6.2.2)

(2) An efficient hardware-based approach to manage relocation of pages (Section 6.2.3)

6.1. Background and Related Work

There have been many studies on page migration techniques for flat-address heterogeneous

memory systems (HMA) [55, 80, 11, 70, 75]. They propose different approaches to solve the

general challenges associated with page migration, viz., migration candidate tracking, migration

frequency, migration metadata management. Meswani et al. [55] presented a study where epoch-

based page migration and address reconciliation of the migrated pages are accomplished by a

hardware/software (we refer to it as HMA-HS) mixed approach. HMA-HS provides full flexibility

on page relocation, i.e., a slow memory page can be brought into any location of fast memory

and vice-versa. Since OS-based address update incurs high overhead, authors choose a longer

epoch to reduce frequent OS interventions. To minimize OS involvement in page migration,

new physical addresses can be kept in an auxiliary remap table that is consulted on every LLC

miss. The size and management of this table poses a new challenge. A number of different

approaches have been proposed to keep this table in memory while using a smaller on-chip cache

for it [80, 11, 70]. Sim et al. have used a Transparent Hardware based Management (THM)

of flat-address memory [80]. In THM, a more restricted page movement approach has been

suggested to keep the remap table smaller and to facilitate a direct-mapped like lookup to the

table. Here, a fixed set of slow memory pages compete for a fixed, single slot in fast memory.

Hence, it is not possible to bring in more than one slow memory page (from the competing set of

slow pages) to fast memory, even when bringing all of them would result in better performance.
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A migration candidate is chosen using a competing counter per set. Kim et al. proposed a

somewhat similar idea of intra-set migration named CAMEO [11], where the migration is done

at finer granularity (cache line size) and the migration candidate is simply chosen on each slow

memory access. Prodomou et al. proposed MemPod [70], which provides more flexibility on page

relocation than [80, 11]. On-chip memory controllers for fast and slow memories are grouped into

“Pods” and only intra-Pod epoch-based page migration is allowed. A low cost counter is used

to keep track of recently accessed hot pages. The assumption is to have large enough remap

table per Pod containing one entry for each memory page of the pod, hence, no explicit address

reconciliation is necessary.

In our study, we migrate a page immediately when it receives sufficient number of memory

accesses, unlike epoch-based schemes. We allow full flexibility in page relocation like HMA-

HS [55] and keep a remap table for address redirection. We keep this table small by periodically

evicting entries (after updating PTEs and TLBs) and the remap table is placed on-chip. Similar

approach has been proposed by Ramos et al. [75], which also performs on-the-fly migration

with periodical reconciliation of remapping table entries and OS memory mappings. However,

in [75] the migration and reconciliation processes are separate phases since the reconciliation is

completely handled by OS. In our proposal, we perform address reconciliation with the help of

specialized hardware and hence these processes can progress simultaneously. Furthermore, our

migration candidate choice scheme is simpler than multi-queue scheme used by [75].

6.2. System Overview

6.2.1. System Architecture

We use a hardware unit, called Migration Controller (MigC), placed on the processor

chip to perform actions necessary for our on-the-fly page migration. MigC performs limited

communication with OS via reserved registers or memory locations. It swaps hot pages from

a slow memory (e.g., PCM) with cold pages in a fast memory (e.g., HBM). Figure 6.1 shows

the high-level system architecture. There are MigC resident hot and cold buffers to temporarily

store data from pages as they are being migrated. We assume physically tagged write-back LLC.

There is a small remap table which holds new physical addresses (i.e., frame addresses) of the
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Figure 6.1. High-level system architecture

migrated pages. The remap table is consulted on every LLC miss (or on a write-back), using the

old physical address to find the new location (if any). The size of the remap table is kept small

(e.g., 1024 entries) so that it can be placed on-chip for fast accesses. Whenever the table is full

to a certain level, say 50%, address reconciliation process starts, i.e., entries from remap table

are deleted and the new physical addresses are made visible to OS as discussed in Section 6.2.3.

There is a Wait queue in MigC, which holds read/write requests from LLC for the currently

migrating pages; these requests are likely to be serviced by the hot/cold buffers. The memory

controllers (MCs) are equipped with separate Migration queues (Mig. Q) to service read requests

from MigC for the migrating pages.

6.2.2. User Transparent Page Migration

We assume a flat-address space where physical memory addresses are statically and linearly

assigned across the different memory devices (viz., HBM and PCM), and thus the MigC can

determine correspondence of physical address to a memory device. We migrate a hot page from

PCM into a free frame of HBM (one-way migration); in case there is no free HBM frame, we
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choose an HBM cold page using LRU and swap the hot and cold pages (two-way migration).

MigC performs one migration at a time. We assume that MigC knows current access counts for

all pages as well as free/LRU list of HBM frames. For explanation, we label the steps involved in

a page migration process as M1, M2, etc.

M1) At time T1, MigC finds that a PCM page meets the hotness threshold for migration;

for illustration say a page with physical address (PA) 8192, let us call this hot page “A”. Note

that, in all our explanations when we mention a “page”, we just mean the content of a physical

frame, we do not have any information about virtual addresses of the pages unless otherwise

mentioned. MigC then finds a cold page from HBM to swap with the hot page. We call this

cold page “B” and assume it has PA 0. Upon determining that the two pages involved are not

part of a restricted (reserved or locked) memory by querying OS data structures, MigC starts

the migration process and notifies OS through reserved registers not to replace or reclaim these

pages. These interactions can be accomplished by following means. MigC communicates the

page frame number (pfn) of the pages that are being migrated to OS via reserved registers.

OS then sets flags in the page frame metadata to indicate the pages are being migrated by

MigC. For example, Linux page frame descriptors include a set of flags to keep information about

the frame [9] and such descriptors can be used for this purpose. Linux macro pfn to page(pfn)

can be used to obtain the address of the descriptor of page frame with number pfn. We have

assumed this communication takes 300 cycles (2x page walk time assuming caching of page frame

descriptors), however this is overlapped with other actions MigC performs preparing for the page

migration. MigC also ensures that these pages are not already migrated, i.e., they are not present

in the remap table. The same page can be migrated back and forth between memories as long as

the page was processed through address reconciliation (and thus contains no remap entry) before

being moved again. MigC inserts entries for pages A and B in the remap table with their current

OS visible PA and future new PA (after migration). Remap table is always looked up using OS

visible (original) PA. Mig flag is set to 1 to indicate that the pages are under migration and Pair

flag is set to 1 to indicate the migration is taking place between a hot and cold pair. The pair

flag is set to zero if only a hot page is migrated from slower memory into an available HBM page
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OS visible PA New PA Mig  Pair Buffer residency Bit vector 
8192 0 01 1 1 (hot) 00........00 

0 8192 01 1 0 (cold) 00........00 

Figure 6.2. Status of remap table after migration step M1

frame. As the hot and cold page pair exchange locations, the partner in the pair can be looked

up in the remap table using the new PA of current entry. The Pair flag will be checked later

during the AR process to see if this entry was involved in a swap (Pair = 1) or just a one-way

migration (Pair = 0). Buffer residency flag indicates the location of hot and cold buffers in MigC

used during the migration. Figure 6.2 shows the state of the remap table at this point.

M2) MigC waits for any pending read requests for page A that were already issued by

time T1. After completion of these pending requests, say at time T2, MigC starts reading hot

and cold page into their respective buffers at cache line granularity. Any new requests (after time

T1) for these pages from LLC (on miss or dirty eviction) will be held in MigC resident Wait queue

and will be served from these buffers. Assume that the reading of these pages is completed by

time T3. In between T2 and T3, each memory controller (MC) involved in page migration serves

requests in migration queue (Mig.Q) with the highest priority.

M3) At time T3, MigC starts writing contents of buffers to the page frames (new PAs)and

Mig flag is set to 2. A bit vector kept in the remap table indicates which lines have already

completed migration. At this point any new memory requests for these pages will be sent to new

addresses (New PA + line offset) if the bit is 1 in the bit vector, else it will be served from buffers

based on the Buffer residency flag.

M4) At time T4, when migrations are completed, the Mig flag for these pages will be

reset. All future requests for these pages will be directed to proper new locations based on the

remap table information.

6.2.3. Address Reconciliation

Tracking all migrated pages during the lifetime of an application can require a prohibitively

large remap table. We use a small remap table and periodically evict old entries to make room
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for new entries for future migrations. To remove an entry from the remap table, it is necessary to

reconcile physical addresses to reflect the new location of the page consistently throughout the

system using “address reconciliation” process (AR). We reconcile entries from the remap table

pair wise when we find the Pair flag is 1. Since the hot and cold page pair exchange physical

locations during migration, the new physical addresses for them must be updated together in the

system for correct cache accesses. When the Pair flag is 0 then we perform AR only for that entry.

The following actions must be performed to ensure correctness of AR. We use the same example

hot and cold page pair, A and B, respectively. First, all cache lines from these pages, which are

currently residing in the cache hierarchies and tagged with OS visible PA, must be invalidated

(and dirty lines written back), since the current OS visible PA will be replaced with the new PA.

All future accesses to these pages will only have access to the new PA. Next, corresponding page

table entries (PTEs) for A and B need to be updated with new PAs. The TLB entries in all cores

using the old PA must also be invalidated (as well as any other OS structures that contain the

physical page addresses).

6.2.3.1. Address Reconciliation: OS vs. Hardware

Linux performs the following functions when the virtual to physical address mapping of

a page is changed: (i) flush cache page(), (ii) change PTE, and (iii) flush tlb page() [61]. The

function flush cache page() takes necessary parameters (a pointer to the process address space,

the virtual address and associated page frame number) and writes back any dirty cache lines of

that page to memory, and invalidates the cache lines belonging to that page. This process halts

the user program resulting in large overhead. We found that on average it takes 4µs to flush cache

lines of a page using CLFLUSH x86 instruction in a real machine running at 2.26GHz. Next, to

update PTE, Linux acquires page table lock and changes PTE and also executes flush tlb page()

to invalidate all TLBs with old VA to PA translation. After successful TLB shootdown, it releases

page table lock. The TLB shootdown is costly because it uses interprocess interrupt (IPI) to

invalidate TLB entries in every core that contains an entry with old PA. The delay grows non-

linearly with the number of cores [76, 85, 4]. As reported in [55], TLB shootdown may take up

to 4, 5, 8, and 13 µs for 4, 8, 16, and 32 cores respectively on an AMD 32-core system running
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Linux.

In our hardware-based approach, we configure the MigC as a pseudo-processor that can

send “write invalidate” requests over the coherency network for each of the cache lines of the pages

under reconciliation, requiring all caches to write-back any dirty lines to memory and invalidate

their cache lines for these pages. MigC will be configured such that it can send coherence requests

to other caches and receive acknowledgments back from them; however, other caches will never

send requests to, or wait for any acknowledgements from MigC. Hence, it will not add to the

traffic during regular coherence operations of the system. For efficient TLB-shootdown we rely

on a shared TLB directory which contains all the private TLB entries along with process identifier

(i.e., address space identifier) and core residency information. MigC initiates TLB shootdown by

sending the associated VAs to the shared TLB directory. The shared TLB directory then maps

these VAs to necessary entries and send probes to cores to invalidate these TLB entries similar

to what was proposed in [85]. We envision that actual invalidation at the core will be carried out

by a per-core hardware invalidation controller without interrupting the core, and the upper bound

of time required for completing such invalidation at core is assumed to be a round-trip off-chip

memory access latency [85].

6.2.3.2. One final issue in Address Reconciliation

To update PTE to reflect the new physical address of a migrated page and invalidate

associated TLB entries we need the virtual address (VA) of the page. However, the remap table

contains only the original PA of a page and not its VA. Moreover, since the same page can be

shared by multiple processes and each process may have a different VA corresponding to the PA

of the page, we need to obtain all the possible VAs to perform necessary changes. Linux keeps

descriptors for every allocated physical page frame that maintains bookkeeping information such

as a set of flags describing the page frame’s status, number of PTEs referring to this page frame,

and indirect pointers to such PTEs [9]. By using reverse mapping function available in Linux, we

can obtain a list of PAs of PTEs which hold mappings to this specific page frame number, and

the associated VAs with ASIDs [9]. We rely on these OS functions to obtain the VAs of the pages

involved in AR (see Section 6.2.3.3). In our experiments, we have accounted for all the delays
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Figure 6.3. High-level work flow of address reconciliation process (AR)

involved for these OS functions relying on previously reported numbers and actual experimental

data on real system.

6.2.3.3. Hardware-centric Address Reconciliation

Using our running example hot page A (PA:8192) and cold page B (PA: 0) we present

the steps involved in AR. The steps are labeled as R1, R2, etc. A high level description can be

found in Figure 6.3.

R1) At time T5 (where T5>T4), MigC requests OS to send the associated VAs and ASIDs

for the OS assigned PAs 8192 and 0. OS, using the reverse mapping function [9], will find the

appropriate PA to VA mappings and return them to MigC. MigC will also instruct OS to update

the associated PTEs and other necessary structures which keep information about page frames,

with the new PAs and not to allow any further access to the associated PTEs. OS will first lock

the PTEs of A and B and then update them with new PAs 0 and 8192, respectively and block

them from use. This blocking might be accomplished by setting a reserved bit in PTE to let both

OS and hardware Memory Management Unit (MMU) know that the current translation is not
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valid and not to proceed with normal page fault operation. As a result, any new TLB fill requests

for such associated virtual addresses will be pending as long as the PTE is blocked. Cores, which

have valid TLB entries for pages A and B, will still be able to execute new memory requests for

these pages.

R2) At time T6, MigC will send the list of VAs along with ASIDs to the shared TLB

directory and instruct it to invalidate TLB entries. The TLB directory will then initiate necessary

actions to invalidate all involved TLB entries by sending invalidation requests to cores. The cores

will then perform lightweight TLB invalidations in their private TLBs and notify the shared TLB

directory [85]. At this point of time, we have stopped any new memory requests to be executed

for pages A and B, since the VA to PA translation process for these pages is blocked. Hence,

any core, which needs to access the pages A or B at this point, will have to wait till the process

completes.

R3) Next, at time T7, we are left with only the previously cached lines of the pages under

AR, which are still tagged with OS assigned PA (viz., cache lines of pages A and B, residing

in the cache hierarchy, are still tagged with PAs 8192 and 0, respectively). MigC will send

“write-invalidate” coherence requests for all the cache lines of these pages so that these lines are

invalidated (and written back to memory if dirty). In our organization we use a shared inclusive

LLC, hence the coherence requests will be directed to the LLC. Note that, at this point the remap

table entries for pages A and B are still present, hence the write-backs from the caches will be

written to proper memory locations. Let us assume this step completes by time point T8.

R4) At time T8, upon receiving notifications of completion of PTE updates from OS and

cache invalidations from the coherency network, MigC removes the entries for pages A and B

from the remap table. Then MigC notifies OS to unblock the corresponding PTEs which were

blocked in step R1. Once OS completes unblocking, it will notify the MigC. Upon reception of

this OS notification, the MigC completes the address reconciliation process.

Since AR freezes the VA to PA translation process for the pages under reconciliation, user

processes cannot execute any new read or write requests to these pages. Therefore, when a page

is hot we prefer not to start AR for that page. Note that, MigC performs page migration and
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Parameter HBM PCM

Channels, capacity 8, 1GB (8 x 128 MB) 2, 16GB (2 x 8 GB)

Memory Controller (MC) 1/channel 1/channel

Row buffer 2KB 2KB

Queue size/MC RD 32, WR 32, Mig. 32 entries RD 64, WR 256, Mig. 32 entries

Latency tCAS-tRCD-tRP-tRAS: Read 80ns (7.5ns tPRE+62.5ns tSENSE+

14ns-14ns-14ns-34ns 10ns tBUS), Write 250ns tCWL

Bus/channel 128 bit, 1 GHz 64bit, 400MHz

Table 6.1. Baseline configuration

Task Time Requirement

Remap table lookup 10 cycles (after LLC)

Light-weight TLB 300 cycles (round trip latency

invalidation at core to off-chip memory [85])

Page walk 150 cycles

OS reverse mapping 4480 cycles (measured using Ftrace [7]

on a real machine running Linux)

Table 6.2. Timing parameters at 3.2GHz clock

address reconciliation in a cycle-interleaving fashion, but for different set of pages.

6.3. Experimental Setup

6.3.1. Simulation Infrastructure

We model a 16-core system with a flat-address memory consisting of 1GB of HBM and

16GB of PCM using Ramulator [43]. Ramulator is a trace driven, cycle-level memory simulator

with support for a simple multicore CPU model with cache hierarchies. Each core is 4-wide

out-of-order issue with 128 ROB entries and operates at 3.2GHz. The cores have private L1-D

caches (32KB, 4-way, 2-cycles) and shared L2 (16MB, 16-way, 21-cycles) as LLC. All caches are
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Benchmarks mix1 mix2 mix3 mix4 mix5 mix6

astar 2x 1x 1x

bzip2 1x 1x 2x

cactus 2x 2x 1x

dealII 3x 1x 1x

gcc 1x 2x 1x 3x

gems 2x 2x 1x

lbm 2x 3x 1x 6x 1x

leslie 2x 1x

libquantum 2x 1x 3x 4x

mcf 3x 2x 1x 5x

milc 2x 2x 1x 2x

omnetpp 1x 3x

soplex 2x 3x 3x 5x

sphinx 1x 2x 3x

Table 6.3. SPEC multi-programmed mix workloads

physically tagged, write-back and LLC is inclusive of the L1s. Ramulator does not model L1-I

cache, and assumes non-load/store instructions are executed in one cycle. The memory system

configuration is provided in Table 6.1; for timing parameters of HBM we rely on [43] and for

PCM on [63].

We modify Ramulator to support heterogeneous memories as a flat-address memory sys-

tem. A basic address mapping function is added to Ramulator to support this model; it allocates

addresses (i.e., pages) to frames of different memories in a round-robin fashion (viz., 4 to faster

memory, then 4 to slower memory), as long as there are free frames in faster memory. When

faster memory capacity is exhausted, only slower memory frames are assigned. This allocation

ensures that pages for all application span both memory devices and thus necessitating page

migration considerations in our experiments. We incorporate our MigC unit in Ramulator with
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all necessary details to perform functions as described in previous sections. MigC also operates

at 3.2GHz. We assume conventional 4KB pages.

The remap table is implemented as a 1024 entry fully-associative table (tables with 2K or

4K entries do not result in significant changes in performance). The remap table access latency

and energy can be minimized using entry-prediction mechanisms such as bloom filters; however,

in this study we have conservatively assumed an access latency of 10 CPU cycles. We included

all timing overheads (listed in Table 6.2 assuming 3.2GHz clock rate) for performing different

HW/OS tasks as mentioned in our on-the-fly model. We also implemented other page migration

studies including HMA-HS [55] and Mempod [70] for comparison purposes. We compare these

systems with a baseline that does not migrate pages between HBM and PCM and uses the

aforementioned round-robin address mapping policy.

6.3.2. Workloads

We use sixteen multi-programmed SPEC CPU2006 [82] workloads and four multi-threaded

representative HPC benchmarks from the US Department of Energy (DOE) provided ECP Proxy

Applications [18]. We profile several memory intensive, single threaded SPEC benchmarks using

PinPlay kit [26] to collect a representative slice of 500M instructions from each of the applications.

To make a multi-programmed workload, we run a 16-core Ramulator simulation where each core

runs one of the SPEC traces to completion. We either run 16 copies of the same benchmark

on 16 cores (each such workload is labeled by the benchmark name) or run a random mix of

benchmarks on 16 cores (these workloads are labeled as mix1 to mix6 and described in Table 6.3).

The publicly released multithreaded HPC proxy benchmarks by the US Department of Energy

(DOE) that we used are- XSBench [1], LULESH [44], CoMD [60] and miniFE [27]. We ran

each HPC benchmark on a 16-thread setup and collected 500M instruction traces for each of

the threads using Pin tools [67]. By running traces of the 16 threads of a HPC benchmark in

Ramulator we obtain a multi-threaded workload (each such workload is labeled with the name of

the benchmark). The memory footprint of the workloads range between 2GB to 11GB, ensuring

the workloads fit in physical memory and do not require access to secondary storage, yet create

pressure on both HBM and PCM memories.
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6.4. Evaluation

We evaluated performance of our on-the-fly page migration (OTF) without any Address

Reconciliation (OTF no AR), which assumes no AR is required since there is a sufficiently large

on-chip remap table. For our evaluated flat-address memory system with total capacity of 17GB,

the absolute remap table size would be ∼49MB (when no AR is performed). Then we evalu-

ated OTF with OS-based AR (OTF OS AR) and OTF with our proposed hardware-based AR

(OTF HW AR). We compared OTF schemes with an epoch-based page migration study HMA-

HS [55], which employs OS-based AR; we refer to this as HMA HS OS AR. We also compare

our technique with MemPod study [70], where no explicit AR is necessary since they assume

large remap tables, we refer to it as MemPod no AR. For all the OTF schemes presented in this

section, we use a hotness threshold of 128. We will show results for different thresholds in our

sensitivity analysis in Section 6.4.3.

We keep count of memory accesses to each PCM page. For OTF schemes, whenever

we find a page with access count >= hotness threshold, we start migrating the page and reset

its access count to 0. However, we observe that by simply using one more comparator we can

get even better results. As each migration takes several hundreds of cycles, we use this span

to select the PCM page with the highest access count satisfying the hotness threshold, i.e., we

now select the PCM page with access count >= hotness threshold and access count >= current

highest count. We reset the current highest count to hotness threshold at the beginning of each

migration and keep updating it with the access count of any PCM page satisfying the condition

until we start another migration. Results, using this approach to select the next PCM page with

current highest hotness for on-the-fly migration, are presented in Section 6.4.1.

For both OTF no AR and MemPod no AR, we assume sufficiently large on-chip remap

tables and hence no AR is required. HMA HS OS AR does not need any remap table since OS

performs necessary AR at each epoch boundary when the pages are migrated. For both our

OTF OS AR and OTF HW AR schemes, we use a 1024 entry remap table and start the AR

process whenever the table is 50% occupied. We stop migration if the remap table does not

contain free entries, and wait for AR to free up space. This may happen when the rate at which
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Figure 6.4. IPC improvement (%) of different page migration and address recon-

ciliation policies over no-migration baseline (negative y-axis shows degradation)

MigC performs page migration is more than the rate of AR. Such scenario takes place when there

is more memory pressure, i.e., more hot pages are found. We insert at the tail and evict from the

head, treating the remap table as a circular buffer. We start evicting when the table is 50% full

thus not evicting entries corresponding to recently migrated pages.

In our implementations of HMA-HS [55] and MemPod [70] we used the best configuration

parameters as recommended in the studies. In HMA HS OS AR, we used a static threshold of

128 (as it showed better performance than the recommended threshold of 32) and epoch length

of 100ms. In HMA-HS migrations are performed at typical 4KB page granularity. Here, to

minimize the delay overheads, we have assumed that all page migrations and AR steps run in

parallel at each epoch interval. We assumed no additional overhead for hot page sorting. In

our implementation of MemPod no AR, given our memory system setup with 8 HBM MCs and

2 PCM MCs, we created two “Pods” each clustering 4 of the HBM MCs and 1 PCM MC. In

each of the Pods we used 64 MEA counters, and the epoch length is set to 50µs [70]. MemPod

migrates 2KB pages.
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6.4.1. Performance Analysis

In this section we assume that we have accurate information about access counts per

page while choosing a migration candidate (hot page) and a complete LRU list of frames for fast

memory for choosing an eviction candidate (cold page). The other studies we have compared here

are assumed to have similar advantages. We understand that maintaining such accurate infor-

mation is not practical, so in Section 6.4.4 we will present performance results using approximate

information which is more practical. At this point, our aim is to study the maximum performance

gains possible without such limitations, yet accounting for migration and AR overheads.

In Figure 6.4, we show the results for all our workloads for different page migration and

AR policies, when compared to a baseline without any page migration and any AR. The positive

(negative) y-axis shows IPC improvement (degradation) as a percentage. Interestingly, we observe

that 12 out of the 20 workloads we have evaluated, consistently show performance improvements

for different page migration policies; therefore, we call them “page migration friendly” workloads.

And the page migration friendly workloads are mcf, lbm, omnetpp, astar, cactus, xalanc, and mix1

to mix6. The rest of the 8 workloads show performance degradation for all the evaluated page

migration policies; hence, we call them “page migration unfriendly” workloads. The unfriendly

workloads are milc, gems, zeusmp, bwaves, xsbench, lulesh, miniFE, and CoMD.

In summary, we find that for a set of page migration friendly workloads, our on-the-fly

migration with hardware-based AR technique (OTF HW AR) results in 74% of IPC improvement

on average over a baseline system without any page migration. It provides 24% IPC improvement

on average over on-the-fly page migration with OS-based address reconciliation (OTF OS AR). It

also provides higher performance improvements on average over other page migration techniques-

HMA HS OS AR (by 29%) [55] and MemPod no AR (by 13%) [70]. Also, we have included

results for even the migration unfriendly workloads to show that all HMA techniques degrade

performance for these workloads, not just our on-the-fly technique.

First, we compare the different page migration policies where no AR is performed, viz.,

OTF no AR and MemPod no AR. For 2/3rd of the page migration friendly workloads, OTF no AR

performs better than MemPod no AR. For the workloads omnetpp, astar, xalanc, and mix3 Mem-
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Pod no AR performs better mainly due to having the benefit of migrating data at smaller granu-

larity, which is 2KB as compared to migration of 4KB sized pages by OTF no AR. We have also

evaluated OTF no AR with 2KB page migration granularity, and found that it performs better

than MemPod no AR for most of the workloads. Figure 6.5 shows performances for OTF no AR

and MemPod no AR when both use 2KB pages compared over a baseline using 2KB pages with-

out any migration. With smaller migration granularity (2KB), there is more flexibility to migrate

only the “hot” subpages in memory with more accesses, when the remaining portion of the page

is not accessed heavily. Whereas with larger granularity (4KB) we may have to migrate pages

which are only partially hot. However, we have chosen to migrate 4KB pages, since that is the

conventional page size and makes it easier to perform address reconciliations. It is important to

note that, for more than half of the migration friendly workloads, even with all address reconcili-

ation overheads accounted for the hardware-based AR in OTF HW AR, it performs better than

MemPod no AR which does not pay any cost for address reconciliation assuming a large on-chip

remap table.

Next, to assess our hardware-based AR over OS-based AR. We compare OTF HW AR

with OTF OS AR, both of which have the same underlying OTF migration scheme. For all the

page migration friendly workloads, except astar and xalanc, OTF HW AR performs better than

OTF OS AR because of the lower overheads of hardware-based scheme, as expected. Since our

hardware-based AR has smaller overhead than OS-based AR, it generally allows more page mi-

grations and thus provides better performance improvements. However, for these two workloads,

more migrations accomplished by OTF HW AR were not helpful because they are less migration

friendly workloads as found by our analytical model presented in Chapter 7. In Figure 6.6, we

show the demand and migration data traffic analysis for these workloads. We will explain this

figure in Section 6.4.3.

Next, we compare where both page migration and address reconciliation are done in

an epoch-based approach, HMA HS OS AR to our on-the-fly approach. As shown in Figure 6.4,

OTF HW AR performs better than HMA HS OS AR for all the page migration friendly workloads

except mix6. As we analyze the data traffic behavior for mix6 in Figure 6.6, we again find
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Figure 6.5. Performance comparison when OTF no AR also migrates at 2KB gran-

ularity as MemPod no AR

that OTF HW AR migrated many more pages than HMA HS OS AR which in return could not

maximize the benefit.

OTF migration is a dynamic process, it is not bound by number of epochs; therefore, it

may end up migrating a large number of pages that might not provide sufficient benefit after

paying for the migration and address reconciliation overheads. Since OTF migration chooses a

page for migration whenever it becomes hot, i.e., it crosses a certain threshold, we need to adjust

the threshold dynamically to control the rate of migration so that it provides optimal benefit. As

future work we plan to explore changing the threshold dynamically during the execution of an

application.

6.4.2. Data Traffic Analysis

In Figure 6.6 we show the breakdown of the data traffic from (to) memory to (from)

processor for a number of workloads we found interesting. For each of the workloads, we analyze

the demand and migration traffic generated by our evaluated policies. The y-axis shows the total

number of read/write requests (64byte sized) served by the different memories, viz., HBM and

PCM.
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For mcf, all of the policies have similar behavior in that they were able to identify and

migrate the highly localized part of the memory footprint and hence we see HBM demand traffic

became almost doubled as compared to the baseline, providing high IPC improvements. For lbm,

OTF HW AR migrates almost the same number of pages as OTF no AR, but it fails to do it in

timely manner due to extra time it needs to spend in the AR process. Hence, we do not see as

many hits in HBM, resulting in performance degradation.

astar has a large number of pages which only provide moderate number of accesses. With

our static threshold of 128, OTF no AR and OTF HW AR end up migrating ∼7x more pages than

OTF OS AR for astar. OTF OS AR also uses the same threshold but due to large time overhead

involved in the OS-based AR process there is more pressure on the small remap table and therefore

the number of migrations is smaller. As a result, although OTF no AR and OTF HW AR get

more demand hits to HBM than OTF OS AR, they fail to get better performance than the later

due to large data migration overhead. For astar, MemPod no AR provides slightly better HBM

demand hits as compared to OTF no AR and OTF HW AR, but with smaller migration traffic

because MemPod migrates in smaller granularity. Therefore, MemPod no AR provides better

performance for astar than others. Similarly, for xalanc, only MemPod no AR could provide

better performance because it could migrate in smaller granularity.

HMA HS OS AR uses longer epoch length, hence in most of the cases it did not provide

as much performance gain as others, only for mix6 we see that it provides similar or slightly better

gain since with minimal data migration it provided similar HBM demand hits as others.

6.4.3. Sensitivity Analysis

6.4.3.1. Threshold Sensitivity

In Figure 6.7 we show how our OTF HW AR policy performs with different hotness thresh-

old values of 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 for the page migration friendly workloads as compared

to a baseline system without any page migration and address reconciliation. For half of the work-

loads threshold 128 provides better performance than others and on average it provides the best

performance from the set of different static thresholds we have evaluated. Threshold 64 provides

the next best performance after threshold 128. The higher threshold 128 provides the improve-
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ment primarily because fewer pages are being migrated than with threshold 64. Hence, we choose

128 to be the optimal threshold for our study.
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Figure 6.8. NVM timing sensitivity for OTF HW AR policy over no-migration baseline

6.4.3.2. Memory Timing Sensitivity

We also have analyzed the impact of timing sensitivity of OTF HW AR when we replace

PCM having timing configuration in Table 6.2 either by faster DDR4-DRAM (DDR4-2400) or by

2x-slower PCM, which is a hypothetical model to see the impact of having a much slower NVM

in the system. As shown in Figure 6.8, OTF Fast and OTF Slow represent IPC performances

of flat-address systems when PCM is replaced by faster and slower memories, respectively. As a

comparison point we also show our actual results for OTF HW AR as OTF Standard. We use

the same HBM configuration for all of them. We only show the IPC improvements of the page

migration friendly workloads, since the unfriendly workloads did not show any improvements as

before. Each of the different configurations presented here are compared with the baseline having

respective timing configurations.

Use of DDR4 instead of PCM in our system bridges the gap in access latency between

‘slow’ and ‘fast’ memory, therefore we observe marginal improvement from page migration in case

of OTF fast. On the other hand, using an even slower NVM (2x slower than PCM) amplifies the

benefit of page migration from slow to fast memory, though it also takes more time to migrate a

page. The migration cost is amortized by large time savings due to hits in HBM. OTF HW AR

provides an average IPC improvement of 2% and 98% for the page migration friendly workloads
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while using DDR4 and 2x slower PCM, respectively.

6.4.4. Overhead Minimization

How to choose hot page with low overhead? One easy solution is to maintain 16

bit counters for each PCM page and keeping full counters in HBM, and a small on-chip cache for

some counters [34]. For 16GB PCM we need 8MB storage for the counters (assumed page size is

4KB). It means that 8MB of HBM space is set aside for the counters, reducing the available HBM

memory space by less than 1%. However, our experiments show that using counter cache with

size 16KB or 32KB actually has negligible impact on performance (up to 3% degradation), when

compared to OTF HW AR with accurate access count and LRU information (see Figure 6.4).

How to choose cold page with low overhead? When it is not practical to maintain

an accurate LRU information on every HBM page, we can use two bloom filters of 16,384 bits

each (for a total of 4KB). This bloom filter keeps track of 4096 most recently used HBM pages,

with 15% false negative probability [10]. We insert each accessed HBM frame address in both

filters, but initially we start inserting in the second filter once we have already inserted 2048

entries in the first one. We reset the filters when they are full (inserted 4096 distinct entries),

hence at any time at least one of the filters will retain information of last accessed 2048 HBM

frames. Altogether, the use of bloom filters along with counter cache has resulted in 6% and

5% performance degradation for cache sizes of 16KB and 32KB respectively, as compared to

OTF HW AR with accurate access counts and LRU information.

6.5. Discussion

Our proposed solution is scalable to multicore and manycore systems, as we envision

the migration controller to be local per multicore processor chip or tile, that is connected to

the local memory node containing heterogeneous memory modules. For larger shared memory

systems with a number of processors, there will be multiple heterogeneous NUMA (non-uniform

memory access) nodes. In such systems, each migration controller will always choose hot and

cold pair of pages from heterogeneous modules at the same local node. We assume that DMA

reads/writes generated by IO devices will be checked against the remap table contained within
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our hardware migration controller before accessing memory; therefore, the temporary address

redirection introduced by the migration controller will not affect DMA.

6.6. Conclusion

In this chapter we presented an on-the-fly (OTF) migration technique for heavily accessed

pages from slower to faster memories. Unlike epoch-based approaches we migrate a page imme-

diately when it becomes “hot”. Page migration requires changes to PTE to reflect new physical

address mappings, invalidating TLB entries and cache entries. This address reconciliation pro-

cess introduces large overheads when managed by conventional OS-based approach. Therefore,

in this study we presented a hardware assisted page migration and low-overhead address reconcil-

iation technique which is orchestrated by a special hardware migration controller. This migration

controller allows migration of new pages and address reconciliation of older migrated pages simul-

taneously, which is unique in this literature field. We analyze our on-the-fly migration technique

with and without hardware assisted address reconciliation, and compare against two state-of-the-

art page migration techniques. Our evaluations show that for the heterogeneous memory system

we studied, on-the-fly page migration and address reconciliation results in 74% improvement in

IPC, on average for a set of SPEC CPU2006 workloads compared to a baseline without any page

migration, and 24% IPC improvement on average over on-the-fly page migration using OS-based

address reconciliation.

To determine which benchmarks are likely to benefit from any page migration technique,

we present an offline analytical model. In this model, using the memory access patterns to pages,

we classify applications as migration friendly and migration unfriendly. We show that our analysis

correctly classifies most of the benchmarks for a number of different page migration techniques.

In future we plan to integrate other characteristics such as reuse distance of pages, memory level

parallelism etc. as input metrics to our analytical model to achieve more complete classifications.
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CHAPTER 7

AN ANALYTICAL MODEL TO ASSESS PAGE MIGRATION FRIENDLINESS

It has been observed in a number of page migration studies proposed for flat-address

memory systems, such as HMA-HS [55], HPMC [84], and MemPod [70], that not all applications

benefit from page migration since page migration incurs performance overheads due to extra

data movement. We also have found the same for our on-the-fly page migration study discussed

in Chapter 6. To understand why such cases may occur, in this chapter, we present an offline

model for analyzing applications’ memory access behaviors and classify applications as either

“page migration friendly” or not. The model works with the principal that, to get performance

benefit, one should migrate the “smallest” set of pages from slow to fast memory that yields in

the “largest increase” in memory accesses to fast memory to amortize the migration overhead.

We profile memory accesses and evaluate memory localities to identify a pages that contribute

to majority of memory accesses, and the number of accesses these pages are likely to receive

after migrating to fast memory. Depending on such analyses we categorize workloads (we use

application and workload interchangeably) as either page migration friendly or unfriendly. Such

offline analyses can provide useful insight on how much performance benefit one may obtain by

page migration.

7.1. Our Analytical Model

In Figure 7.1 we present our initial results of performing on-the-fly page migration (OTF)

for a flat-address memory consisting of HBM and PCM for a number of different workloads ( Sec-

tion 6.3 provides details of our experimental setup and workloads). The positive (negative) y-axis

values shows relative improvement (degradation) of instruction per cycle (IPC) as a percentage

when compared to the same flat-address memory but without any dynamic page migration. Here,

we have used different static hotness threshold values (16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512) to find the

maximum improvement that may be achieved. For example, using a threshold of 256 accesses,

mcf shows 224% IPC improvement. Here we assume a sufficiently large on-chip remap table

and hence, no address reconciliation is performed. We make this choice to determine only the
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Figure 7.1. Results of access-count based page-migration over no-migration base-

line (negative y-axis shows degradation)

impact of page migration. We observe that not every application benefits from migration, and

even those that do, there is a large variation in the improvements: we classify improvements as

high (max > 70%), medium (30% < max <= 70%), low (5% < max <= 30%) and negligible

or negative (max <= 5%). The specific ranges for high, medium and low are based on our

experimental set up that may be different under other system configurations.

To understand these variations and determine which applications benefit from page mi-

gration, we present an offline analytical model for memory access behaviors. Our model classifies

applications as either “page migration friendly” or not. The model is based on empirical data that

we gathered from our experiments and observations. The specific thresholds and cut-off points

described below are derived from our experiments, and may be different for different system

setups and migration techniques with different overheads.

In Figures 7.2 to 7.6 we present page access histograms for a subset of workloads from

our study. The x-axis plots the total number of memory accesses to a page (in multiples of

tens). The vertical bars correspond to the primary y-axis and each bar represents the number

(count) of pages (in log10 scale) that received a given number of memory accesses. For example
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Figure 7.2. mcf: histogram graph for memory access counts (primary y-axis) with

cumulative percentage of memory accesses and page usage (secondary y-axis)
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Figure 7.3. xalanc: histogram graph for memory access counts (primary y-axis)

with cumulative percentage of memory accesses and page usage (secondary y-axis)

in Figure 7.2, the very first bar indicates that the number of pages with 0-9 accesses is very

large. The cumulative number of pages, i.e., the combined number of pages that received all the

memory accesses to the left of a specified x-axis value, is also shown in the figure as a solid line,

and corresponds to the secondary y-axis. The cumulative number of pages is shown in percentage

with legend entry “% of pages” in the figure. The cumulative percentages of memory accesses

coming from these cumulative pages are shown as dashed line and it also corresponds to the

secondary y-axis. The legend entry for this is “% of memory accesses” in the figure.

The goal of any page migration in a flat-address memory is to achieve better performance

by directing most accesses to the fast, high bandwidth memory and fewer access to the slow

memory by migrating heavily accessed pages to fast memories. But migrating pages between

different memories incur performance and energy overheads. An effective strategy is to migrate

a small number of pages that result in a large increase in accesses to faster memory.
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Figure 7.4. omnetpp: histogram graph for memory access counts (primary y-axis)

with cumulative percentage of memory accesses and page usage (secondary y-axis)
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Figure 7.5. milc: histogram graph for memory access counts (primary y-axis) with

cumulative percentage of memory accesses and page usage (secondary y-axis)
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Figure 7.6. lulesh: histogram graph for memory access counts (primary y-axis) with

cumulative percentage of memory accesses and page usage (secondary y-axis)

In our study, we look at the 80-percentile1 accesses and identify the “set of top-accessed

pages” that contribute to more than 80% of all memory accesses. The particular access count,

1As stated before, specific values and cutoff thresholds are based on our empirical observations and different
values and thresholds may need to be used under different setups.
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that can separate such top-accessed pages from other pages, is referred to as “filter count”.

Note that, filter count indicates an upper bound for hotness threshold, but we have seen that

in Section 6.4, an ideal hotness threshold may differ from filter count due to other runtime

characteristics of the workload. The size of the set of top-accessed pages is used to determine

the application’s memory access locality.

(1) Highly localized: set of top-accessed pages is 30% or fewer of the total pages. For exam-

ple, in Figure 7.3 for xalanc, pages with fewer than 70 accesses (the bars corresponding

to x-axis 0 to 6) contribute to only 19% of all accesses, and they account for 80% of

the pages. That is, the remaining 20% of pages contribute 81% of memory accesses.

Migrating this small number of pages may improve performance. Here the filter count

is 70.

(2) Moderately localized: set size is 31% to 55% of the total pages. For example, in Fig-

ure 7.4 for omnetpp, using a filter count of 270 accesses, we can separate the top 45%

of pages (the bars starting at x-axis 27 and onward have access count 270 or more) that

contribute to 82% of all accesses. Overheads for migrating this many pages may cause

only moderate performance gains.

(3) Least localized: set size is 56% to 70% of the total pages. In Figure 7.5 consider milc,

using a filter count of 120 accesses, we can separate top-accessed 65% of pages which

account for 83% of memory accesses. Migration overheads in such applications is likely

to offset any benefits of page migrations.

(4) Distributed: set size is 71% (or more) of the total pages. In this case memory accesses

are more evenly distributed among pages. For example, consider lulesh in Figure 7.6.

Here, using a filter count of 120, we can only separate top-accessed 82% of pages

which account for 90% of memory accesses. Such applications do not benefit from page

migration (or migration unfriendly).

Next, we use a Migration Benefit Quotient (MBQ), by calculating the difference between

the total number of accesses to any page and the filter count used in classifying applications’

memory locality, as described. MBQ indicates how many of the future accesses of a page may
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go to fast memory if the page were migrated from slow to fast memory using the filter count as

a hotness threshold. In Figure 7.2 for mcf, the sum of access counts of all pages with 32,909

accesses or less (the bars corresponding to x-axis 0 to 3,290) accounts for 98% of all accesses.

For our purposes we use this access count as a saturation count (or assume that the maximum

number of accesses any page can receive). For each workload we use the difference between the

saturation count and the filter count to determine MBQ.

(1) Low MBQ, difference is less than 1,000. For example, in Figure 7.3 xalanc, pages with

memory access count 609 or less (the bars corresponding to x-axis 0 to 60), provide 98%

of the memory accesses. Hence, the difference between saturation count (609) and filter

count (70) is 539. These workloads may not achieve significant increase in accesses to

fast memory after page migration.

(2) Medium MBQ, difference is in between 1,000 to 8,000 (e.g., Figure 7.4 omnetpp). These

workloads may receive moderate benefits depending the migration overheads.

(3) High MBQ, difference is more than 8,000 (e.g., Figure 7.2 mcf). These workloads are

likely to receive higher hits in faster memory as a result of page migration.

We summarize our characterization of page migration friendliness in Table 7.1 and list the

workloads in each category based on initial on-the-fly migration experiments. Using our static

analysis of page access counts, we were able to correctly classify 19 out of the 20 workloads

used in our study. The only outlier is lbm, which should be page migration unfriendly as per

our analytical model due to being in moderately localized and having low MBQ; however, our

experiments show that it provides high performance improvements; it appears that lbm has some

specific pattern of page accesses that appreciate our migration principal, for example, access

pages in bursts (or small reuse distance) so whichever page is brought into fast memory that can

be fully exploited before being evicted as a cold page to make room for another hot page. Hence,

we feel it is important to investigate application memory behavior from different perspectives to

predict its page migration friendliness.

Our classification also largely holds for other access-count based page migration techniques

such as HMA-HS [55] and MemPod [70] (details are already provided in Section 6.4.1), and hence,
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Locatity

MBQ
High Medium Low

Highly Localized Very friendly

(high improvement:

mcf, mix1, mix2,

mix4, mix5)

Moderately friendly

(-)

Less friendly

(Low improvement:

xalanc)

Moderately Localized Moderately friendly

(-)

Moderately friendly

(medium

improvement:

omnetpp, cactus,

mix3, mix6)

Less or unfriendly

(Negligible or no

improvement: gems,

xsbench, CoMD)

Least Localized Less friendly

(-)

Less or unfriendly

(low improvement:

astar)

Unfriendly

(Negligible or

negative

improvement: milc)

Distributed Unfriendly

(Negligible/negative improvement: zeusmp, bwaves, miniFe, lulesh)

Table 7.1. Classification of page migration friendliness

we believe that our approach to understanding migration friendliness is likely to be true for other

techniques that use page access counts to trigger migration.

7.2. How to Adapt the Model for Configuration Changes

We have already mentioned that the proposed analytical model is based on empirical data

we gathered from our experiments, for different system setups the specific thresholds and cut-off

points described in the previous section may change. Therefore, in this section we explain a simple

scenario when one of the experimental parameters changes. The model presented in Table 7.1

assumes conventional page size, i.e., 4KB. Below we discuss the changes we observe in the
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empirical numbers when we change the page size to 2KB.

• Number of pages: Going from page size 4KB to 2KB may increase the number of pages

by a factor of two; however, there can be cases where it may happen that only few lines

of a 4KB page have been accessed (indicates low spatial locality), for such 4KB pages

we may not need two 2KB pages. Hence, if the total number of 4KB pages were x, we

may found that < 2x 2KB pages are enough.

• Memory locality: Use of page size 2KB requires less rigid limits to represent high memory

locality, since now there might be more number of less densely accessed pages than with

4KB page size. Therefore, for 2KB page size we define the locality ranges as follows:

– Highly localized: set of top-accessed pages is 40% or fewer of the total pages

– Moderately localized: set of top-accessed pages is 41% to 60% of the total pages

– Least localized: set of top-accessed pages is 61% to 70% of the total pages

– Distributed: set of top-accessed pages is 71% (or more) of the total pages

• MBQ: For 4KB page size, for applications in the high MBQ class, whichever set of

pages used to give 98% memory coverage, was getting 8,000 or more accesses. Now,

for 2KB pages, for applications in the high MBQ class, the set of pages which is giving

98% memory coverage is getting less number of accesses in general, e.g., 4,000 or more

accesses. Hence, for 2KB page size MBQ classification ranges are halved.

7.3. Direction for Understanding Prefetch Friendliness

In Chapter 4 we have discussed about hardware prefetching in the context of heteroge-

neous memory systems involving NVM. There also, we have observed that there is an application

(XSBench) out of 20 applications, which never shows performance improvements from prefetch-

ing. Let us call it as prefetch unfriendly application and analyze its memory access behavior to

understand such unfriendliness.

As shown in Figure 7.7 (for details of the figure please refer to Section 4.6), prefetching

from slower PCM to faster HBM for XSBench (xsb) did not prove beneficial, whereas prefetching

for LULESH (lul) provided nearly 100% IPC improvement over baseline with no-prefetching. Reuse

distance is one measure of temporal locality and is defined as the number of unique addresses
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Figure 7.7. IPC improvement (%) of different prefetching policies over baseline

without any prefetching (negative y-axis shows degradation)

accessed in between two consecutive accesses to the same address. We further analyzed the reuse

distance for these two applications and Figure 7.8 shows their cumulative distribution function.

The x-axis shows the reuse distance at 2KB page granularity in log2 scale. The y-axis shows the

fraction of memory accesses with a given reuse distance. For XSBench, we see that 80% of the

memory accesses have a reuse distance smaller than or equal to 16 (24) pages, i.e., for 80% of the

times when a page is accessed, it will be accessed again after touching at most 16 other unique

pages. For XSBench, MPKI (misses per kilo instruction) is 22.01 which is high (Table 3.1),

but reuse distance is smaller. Due to the pressure on the memory system, pages could not be

prefetched before they are actually demanded thus prefetch did not result in performance gains.

On the other hand, LULESH has MPKI 13.51 which is lower (Table 3.1) and 80% of the accesses

have a larger reuse distance of ∼ 256 (28). Thus it was possible to prefetch the reused pages

before they are needed.

Therefore, we believe that it is important to find out the set of application characteristics

which plays an important role in adapting with different data movement policies such as page

migration, prefetching, and caching.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

We are now living in an age of zettabytes (1021) of data and it might not be too far

when the data grows to yottabyte (1024) scale. In many research communities, commercial

and entertainment domains, vast amount of data need to be processed in a timely and energy

efficient way. There has been a proliferation of different memory technologies and standards

to cater such demands of fast access time, high bandwidth, huge capacities and density, low

static and dynamic energy consumption, high endurance and low cost-per-bit. As the number of

desirable memory characteristics is large, so far there is no single ideal memory technology which

can provide all of them at the same time. Therefore, the industry has already started employing

different types volatile memory (e.g., 3D-DRAM, DDRx-DRAM) and non-volatile memory (viz.,

storage class memory - SCM) together in system main memory [53, 28, 57], giving rise to

heterogeneous memory systems. The research in heterogeneous memory area is investigating in

many directions, such as data movement between different types of memories (see Chapter 2

for details), interfacing and interconnect standards (Gen-Z consortium [12]), operating system

changes to exploit byte-level addressability and non-volatility of SCMs [87, 17].

8.1. Research Summary

In this dissertation, I have presented a number of studies which primarily focus on data

movement challenges among different types of memories (viz., 3D-DRAM, DDRx DRAM and

NVM) employed together as flat-address heterogeneous memory system. In the first study, I have

reported two different hardware prefetching techniques [29, 30] for prefetching data from slow

off-chip PCM (a non-volatile memory) to faster on-chip buffer and on-package memories. In the

first technique, processor-resident prefetching [29], I have designed a system which places a small

prefetch buffer on processor-chip and employs global delta correlation prefetching policy [37, 64] to

prefetch only from off-chip PCM. In the second technique, 3D-DRAM-resident prefeteching [30],

a novel way of accommodating a larger prefetch buffer inside on-package HBM is used to hold

prefetched data from off-chip PCM. Here, I have evaluated three different types of prefetching
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polices - prediction based, temporal locality based, and spatial locality based. I have also shown

that such prefetching technique can be employed along with data caching or data migration

techniques. In both cases, prefetching is performed opportunistically, only when the PCM is not

busy serving any demand requests. Also, I have used larger granularity for prefetching than at

cache line granularity

Next, I have explored different page migration techniques for flat-address memory systems

which differ on when to migrate pages (i.e., periodically or instantaneously) and how to man-

age the migrations (i.e., OS-based or hardware-assisted approach). In the first page migration

study [78], I have explored a number of epoch-based page migration policies for different organi-

zations of flat-address memories consisting of two (2-level) and three (3-level) types of memory

modules. Here, after each fixed time interval (epoch), pages chosen by the policy are migrated

by hardware from slow to fast memory (and vice versa), and the address reconciliation of the

migrated pages is carried out by OS which incurs costly overhead. Since such OS intervention

only happens at each epoch interval, its impact on performance is minimized. Additionally, I have

come up with “on-the-fly” page migration policy which migrates a page from slow PCM to fast

3D-DRAM whenever the page becomes “hot” without waiting for any specific time interval, thus

migrating more recent hot pages and increasing the probability of such pages remaining hot after

migration. A small on-chip remap table keeps track of locations of the migrated pages and the

remap table periodically evicts entries to make room for new page migrations entries. Address

reconciliation is then performed for the evicted entries, but rather than depending solely on OS I

have also presented a light-weight hardware-assisted address reconciliation process.

In different page migration studies [55, 84, 70], it has been found that a number of

applications do not provide any performance gains under hotness-based page migration. To

understand why, I have come up with an analytical model, which uses offline analyses of memory

access counts per page and recommends whether an application is migration friendly or not.

Depending on the degree of friendliness, the model also indicates possible performance gains. The

model is based on empirical data that I have gathered from the experiments and observations.
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8.2. Conclusions

For a flat-address memory system involving fast 3D-DRAM (viz., HBM) and slow NVM

(viz., PCM), the proposed prefetching techniques efficiently fetch data from slow off-chip PCM

and place that data into processor-resident SRAM buffer [29] or HBM-resident buffer [30] with-

out putting high pressure on demand bandwidth and without requiring large capacity to store

the metadata. For twenty SPEC CPU2006 and HPC proxy workloads, the processor-resident

prefetching with global delta correlation policy provides an average IPC improvement of 19% and

the 3D-DRAM-resident prefetching with hotness-based policy provides an average IPC improve-

ment of 34% over a baseline system without any prefetching and page migration. For the same

flat-address memory system, a well-known data migration technique CAMEO [11] degrades IPC

performance by 1% and a simple caching technique, Alloy cache [73] improves IPC by 29%. It

is important to note that, even with a small on-chip buffer (2MB sized), our processor-resident

prefetching provides better performance than CAMEO for 70% of the workloads and better per-

formance than Alloy caching for 45% of the workloads. Therefore, it is critical that in presence

of much slower NVM in heterogeneous memory systems, we must employ specialized techniques

to prefetch from NVM to get performance improvements. However, these data migration and

caching techniques were not particularly tailored for HMAs involving NVMs, hence I also rec-

ommend that for such systems we must have specialized migration and caching techniques. I

also have designed composite schemes by augmenting 3D-DRAM-resident prefetching policy with

CAMEO migration and Alloy caching policies and shown that such combined schemes improved

performance over the underlying migration or caching policies. For HMAs involving NVM, which

generally comes with write-related limitations, such prefetching reduces the number of writes to

NVM, which is also beneficial in addition to fetching data ahead into fast memory.

In the epoch-based page migration study [78], I have explored a number of page migration

policies for 3-level flat-address memory systems with 3D-DRAM+DDR4-DRAM+PCM and 2-level

flat-address memory systems with 3D-DRAM+PCM and 3D-DRAM+DDR4-DRAM. It has been

found that, 3-level flat-address memory with 3D-DRAM+DDR4-DRAM+PCM results in better

performance than 2-level system with 3D-DRAM+PCM when the PCM is much slower (more
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than 4 times slow than DDR4). However, DDR4 can be eliminated when PCM becomes faster

(yet 2 to 4 times slower than DDR4). Our policies are compared against a previously published

study [55] that uses fixed hotness thresholds to decide which pages should be migrated to fast

memory. One of our priority-based policies tracks the usefulness of a page after it was migrated to

fast memory. Another priority-based policy sets different hotness thresholds for different memory

classes. Additional policies limit the number of pages migrated at each epoch. They either

migrate only 1K top hot pages or only TLB resident hot pages. The evaluation shows that

these policies provide better performance and energy savings than the previously reported simple

hotness-based policy as they limit overheads and only migrate pages that are likely to be accessed

after migration. In this study, it is also found that locking LLC lines for heavily accessed data

items as an optimization/alternative to page migration did not provide any performance gain.

Next, our on-the-fly migration technique has been analyzed with hardware assisted address

reconciliation and without hardware assist (that is, using OS), and compared against two known

state-of-the-art page migration techniques. For a set of twelve page migration friendly SPEC

CPU2006 workloads, the on-the-fly page migration policy provides 17% IPC improvement, on

average, over hardware-managed page migration policy proposed in MemPod study [70]; where,

both policies ignore address reconciliation overheads, relying on large unrealistic remap tables. On-

the-fly page migration policy, when integrated with our hardware assisted address reconciliation,

provides performance improvement that on average reaches 96% of that of on-the-fly page migra-

tion policy without any address reconciliation, indicating hardware assisted address reconciliation

does not add significantly to the overhead. Whereas, if conventional OS-based address reconcil-

iation is employed with on-the-fly page migration policy, the average performance improvement

is 81% of the performance of the on-the-fly page migration without any address reconciliation,

indicating higher overheads when relying on OS for address reconciliation. Thus, it can be con-

cluded that both of our on-the-fly migration and hardware assisted reconciliation mechanisms are

beneficial in heterogeneous memory architectures. Our technique also outperformed epoch-based

page migration technique that performs address reconciliation using a hardware/software mixed

approach as proposed in HMA-HS study [55], by 29% for the same set of workloads. When
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compared to a baseline system without any page migration, our technique results in an average

of 74% IPC improvement. Both of our epoch-based and on-the-fly migration techniques show

that it is important to control the rate of migration in intelligent ways so that the migrations

provide performance benefits.

To determine which benchmarks are likely to benefit from page migration technique, I have

introduced an offline analytical model; which using static analysis of memory access counts to

pages, classifies applications as migration friendly or migration unfriendly. This analytical model

correctly classifies 19 out of the 20 workloads evaluated in our study as page migration friendly or

not when I match the recommended classifications against results provided by our on-the-fly page

migration policy and two previously proposed hotness-based page migration policies. I believe

that this approach to understanding migration friendliness is likely to be true for other techniques

that use page access counts to trigger migration. I also found that reuse distances of pages and

LLC miss rates together play an important role in determining prefetch friendliness. Therefore, I

feel that it is important to find out the set of application characteristics which plays an important

role in adapting well with different data movement policies such as page migration, prefetching,

and caching.

I emphasize that, although I have chosen PCM as NVM in the studies, the results presented

here will largely be applicable to other NVM with slower read/write access times when compared

to DRAM. For most of the studies I have chosen flat-address memory systems consisting of 3D-

DRAM and NVM since these two memory technologies exhibit characteristics which complement

each other. 3D-DRAM is fast, provides higher bandwidth and consumes low dynamic energy

per-bit, but it is capacity and cost constrained. On the other hand, NVMs (such as PCM) are

very dense, providing large capacities at low cost, consuming low static power, but at higher

access latencies and lower bandwidths. Conventional DDRx-DRAM falls somewhere in between,

closer to 3D-DRAM in its performance characteristics. In these studies I have shown how much

performance gain one can achieve when different types of memories (viz., 3D-DRAM and NVM)

with large performance gap are employed together. Without loss of generality, DDRx-DRAM can

also be used with our explored flat-memory organizations. For such flat-address memory systems
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consisting 3D-DRAM, DDRx-DRAM, and NVM, our techniques will work as it is and continue to

provide higher performance gain when data is prefetched/migrated from slow NVM to faster 3D-

DRAM; however, it may show smaller performance gains when data is moved between slow NVM

and fast DDRx-DRAM, which is not as efficient as 3D-DRAM. The timing sensitivity experiments

reported in this dissertation already have shown that when data is moved between DDRx-DRAM

and 3D-DRAM, our policies are unable to provide noticeable gains since performance gap between

DDRx-DRAM and 3D-DRAM is smaller; therefore, data movement cost is not well amortized.

8.3. Future Work

Here I discuss the future work related to this dissertation which I believe will provide

more completeness to our studies and add value to the research field of heterogeneous memory

architecture.

8.3.1. Prefetching in Context of Flat-address Memory Involving NVM

• In our studies we have performed prefetching from off-chip slow NVM opportunistically to

avoid interference with demand NVM access latency and bandwidth. However, if we look

at our current processor cache prefetchers, they are very aggressive. Hence, it would

be interesting to explore more aggressive prefetchers for NVM that assess usefulness

of prefetches and application’s demand memory access behavior to schedule prefetch

requests with different priorities with respect to demand requests, similar to [47].

• The 3D-DRAM-resident prefetch buffer can be employed as a staging area to take final

migration decision of the page to the faster memory.

8.3.2. Page Migration for Flat-address Memory Systems

• On-the-fly migration is a dynamic process and is not bound by number of epochs.

Therefore, it may end up migrating a large number of pages that might not provide

significant benefit after paying for the migration and address reconciliation overheads.

Since on-the-fly migration chooses a page for migration whenever it becomes hot, i.e.,

it crosses a certain threshold, one needs to adjust the threshold dynamically to control

the rate of migration such that it provides optimal benefit. Therefore, it is important
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to explore how to change the hotness threshold dynamically during the execution of an

application to adapt better with application behavior.

• In the page migration studies, I have used conventional page size (4KB) and different

static thresholds. For systems with huge page sizes such as 2MB, 1GB etc., it might not

be beneficial to migrate such large amount of data among different memories when only

part of such pages are hot. Migrating only hot subpages of huge pages would require

more complex data management and bookkeeping for address reconciliation. In such

case, address reconciliation can be avoided using reverse migration of subpages back to

their original locations. In future, such alternatives for huge pages will be explored.

• The presented analytical model for finding an application’s page migration friendliness

correctly classifies 19 out of the 20 applications evaluated in our study. There is only one

outlier, lbm, which appears to have some specific pattern of page accesses (for example,

access pages in bursts or small reuse distances) that appreciates hotness based migration,

and is fast enough to start migration timely. In the future, I plan to integrate memory

access patterns to pages such as reuse distance of pages, memory level parallelism, etc. as

input metrics to the proposed analytical model to achieve more complete classifications.
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